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Abstract: In this paper we propose the system of modelling and transformation as a 

means of extending the efficiency, correctness, and decomposability of the Equivalent 

Transformation (ET) Framework (based on the clause model) to Dynamic Interactive 

Systems; and also as a structured means of getting from abstract ideas to system 

implementation. 

 

In the research we focused specifically on Dynamic HyperText Markup Language 

(DHTML) as an example of a Dynamic Interactive System. DHTML is a term used 

for the combination of the technologies HyperText Markup Language (HTML), 

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript. This combination enables the creation 

of complex animated web pages. DHTML however has many disadvantages. It 

depends heavily on global variables so understanding program execution order is 

difficult. The various component technologies are tightly intermingled making it 

difficult to focus on any one section exclusively. The semantic meaning of the 

components is tied up with the execution order and relations between the parts. The 

use of event handlers obscures program flow, and so how messages are passed is not 

clear. Program correctness and efficiency cannot be guaranteed. As a result, a 

conceptual model for DHTML has so far been impossible.  

 

We developed a means of conceptually modelling Dynamic Interactive Systems using 

clause interactions. We also demonstrated how to implement a Dynamic Interactive 

System from abstract ideas by using the example of a DHTML Ping-Pong game.  
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Chapter 1 
 
 

Introduction  
 
 
1.1 Overview 
 
As computers, software systems and, the World Wide Web become increasingly 
critical in modern society, the speed at which systems move from the concept 
(abstract idea) stage to implementation is also becoming more critical. However, 
getting from concept to implementation in a speedy way is proving to be problematic 
as there is no clearly defined procedure or systematic way of doing this. As a result, 
programming errors are rampant. In addition, there is no clear way of modelling 
Dynamic Interactive Systems. 
 
In this research we show how to reduce the incidence of these programming errors, 
while increasing the speed of implementation, by introducing a structured method of 
getting from abstract ideas to implementation based on the Equivalent Transformation 
Framework. This method is geared towards the construction of dynamic interactive 
systems. In this method we extend the clause model on, which the ET Framework is 
based, to treat Dynamic Interactive Systems. As a result we are able to use the ET 
Framework to model dynamic interactive systems. From this model of the system, it 
is easy to identify the class of dynamic systems to which any idea is applicable. Also, 
we are able to manipulate and optimize this model conceptually without reference to 
any concrete data structures. 
 
As a result, conceptual errors are reduced. In addition, due to the high 
decomposability of the ET Framework, the systems modelled are guaranteed to have 
reduced logic errors. From the model created, the system can then be implemented in 
any desired target language.   
 
In this research, we chose Ping-Pong as representative of a class of dynamic 
interactive systems. We then created a model for this class, after which it was 
implemented in DHTML.  DHTML was chosen because of the fact that it is a readily 
available combination of technologies. That is, the components are freely available 
and can be read and interpreted by major web browsers without the use of plug-ins. 
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1.2 Organization of this thesis 
 
This thesis is organised as outlined in the following paragraphs. 
 
Chapter 2 explains the motivation for this research and specifies some challenges 
present in software development. 
 
Chapter 3 gives the basic theory of the ET Framework. In this chapter, ET syntax is 
explained along with basic clause theory and ET computation. A comparison of the 
ET framework with Procedural Programming and Logic Programming is also given. 
 
Chapter 4 gives the theory behind DHTML. This chapter serves to explain HyperText 
Markup Language (HTML), the Document Object Model (DOM), Cascading style 
Sheets (CSS) and, JavaScript. 
 
Chapter 5 explains the conceptual modelling process and introduces the abstract idea 
used as our running example. The rule accumulation process is also explained here. 
 
Chapter 6 outlines the transformation process. Here, the DHTML-specific built-ins 
are explained. The Transformation process from ET Rules to DHTML is also 
explained. 
 
Chapter 7 outlines the results obtained. 
 
Chapter 8 gives the conclusions drawn from this research. 
 
The appendices list the source codes for the programs developed. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 

Motivation  
 
 
A major problem in the creation of software programs is the fact that a structured 
means of getting from abstract ideas to system implementation does not exist. This is 
due in a large part to a number of challenges which still exist in software development.  
Given an idea for a system, how do we get from there to system implementation? 
Conventional programming says that we should first develop an algorithm and then 
create the program from the algorithm. This can be regarded as the two-stage process 
illustrated in figure 2.1. 

 
Figure 2.1: Stages in Conventional Programming 
 
The first stage is the making of an algorithm (a set of well-defined instructions for 
carrying out a particular task) from a given set of specifications and; the second is 
deciding on the concrete data structure in which to write the program based on the 
algorithm.  
 

 
Figure 2.2: Conventional Programming problem area 
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In practice however, as shown in figure 2.2, a grey area still exists as to how to 
actually go about doing this. The questions that have up to now still remained 
unanswered are:  

1. How do we get to the algorithm stage?   
2. What language should we use to construct it? 
3. How do we actually construct it? 
4. How do we get from the algorithm to the actual program? 

 
The answers to these questions are all left up to individual intuition. There is no 
systematic way to go about doing this. As a result, the process of getting from idea 
through to system implementation has many challenges.  
 
 
2.1 Specified Challenges Present in Software Development 
 
Figure 2.3 illustrates three challenges present in software development and the general 
areas where they arise. Chief among these is the conceptualisation challenge. Steve 
McConnell [1] states that this is the most challenging part of programming and results 
in many programming errors. He also states that because each program is 
conceptually  unique,   it’s  difficult   or   impossible   to   create   a   general   set   of  directions  
that lead to a solution in every case. Thus, knowing how to approach problems in 
general is at least as valuable as knowing specific solutions for specific problems. 
And so the construction of an effective conceptual framework in which ideas 
(problems) can be easily conceptualised and the complexity of programming 
languages can be controlled is very important.  
 

 
Figure 2.3: Three challenges present in Software Development 
 
The algorithm construction challenge refers to the fact that there is no systematic 
construction method, language, etc. for the construction of an optimized and efficient 
algorithm from a given problem.  At present, algorithms are expressed using a mix of 
natural language, numerical formulae and flowcharts. However, what is used depends 
entirely on intuition and will differ from individual to individual. Algorithm 
construction has been treated with scant regard; with the main focus of software 
development being placed on program implementation. Algorithms however are very 
important as they help to determine the quality of the resultant program. Poor 
algorithms result in low quality programs, and vice versa.  
 

Idea 
Algorithm 

Conceptualization 
Challenge 

Algorithm Construction 
Challenge 

Program 

Decomposability Challenge 
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Decomposability refers to the ability of a program to be divided into independent 
units. The higher the degree of decomposability is; the smaller the independent units 
that can be made. Decomposing a problem as much as possible is the goal of all 
software-design techniques. Each independent unit allows us to focus on one bit of 
complexity of a time. The more independent these units are, the safer it is to focus on 
it exclusively. According to Steve McConnell [1], you might think of this as mental 
juggling - the more mental balls the program requires you to keep in the air at once, 
the  more  likely  you’ll  drop  one  of  the  balls,  leading  to  a  design  or  coding  error”. 
 
With regards to Dynamic Interactive Systems, there seems to be no way of 
conceptually modelling them. This is due to a number of factors, such as: 1. the fact 
that there foundation is rules instead of clauses; 2. their use of objects and such things 
as event handlers make it difficult to understand message flow. Also, the semantic 
meaning of their components is tied up with the execution order and relations between 
the parts.  As a result we would like to find a way to extend the capabilities of the 
clause model to deal with these kinds of systems.  
 
 
 
 
 
. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 

Equivalent  
Transformation (ET) Programming 
 
 
Equivalent Transformation (ET) is a new computational paradigm that is based on 
semantic preserving clause transformations carried out by sets of rewriting rules 
generated from specifications. In the ET framework, a given complex problem is 
transformed successively and equivalently into a simpler problem until a problem 
from which answers can be directly or easily obtained is reached. Using the ET 
framework parallel computation can be realized due to the inherent non-deterministic 
semantics it comprises. 
 
 
3.1 Elements of the ET Framework 
 
The ET framework has one type of rewriting but comprises two kinds of elements; 
those that rewrite and those that are rewritten. Rewritten elements are clause sets and 
some are called D-Clauses while others are called N-Clauses. Those that do the 
rewriting are sets of rules and are called D-Rules and N-Rules. Clauses and rules are 
formed from the most fundamental atoms (primitive Boolean expression). 
 
 
3.2 ET Syntax 
 
ET rules comprise two types of syntax, S-expression and R-expression. 
 
3.2.1 S-Expression 
 
The main data structure of the ET language is S-Expression. S-Expression consists of 
fundamental  elements,  left  and  right  parentheses  ‘(  )’,  vertical  bar  ‘|  ‘and  tilde  ‘~’.  In  
BNF notation it can be described as follows: 
 
   S ::= K|V|V~S|(S|S) 
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K is a constant, V is a pure variable, V~S is an information attached variable, and 
(S|S) is cons. In the information attached variable V~S, V is the variable and S is the 
information. 

(1) The fundamental elements (constant, K and variable, S) are S-Expression. 
(2) If x, y are S-Expression, then (x | y) is also an S-Expression. 
(3) If x, y are S-Expression, then x ~ y is also an S-Expression. 

 
Constants can be symbols, character constants, character strings, integers, real 
numbers, etc. 

� Symbols begin with an alphabetical character, after which may be attached 
letters or numbers. E.g. www, apple, x, y2, symbol. 

� A  character  constant   is   a  character   that   is  written  between  ‘and  5‘(Kanji  can  
also be written). E.g. ‘a’, ‘A’, ‘8’, ‘館’, ‘>’ 

� A   character   string   is   a   line   of   0   or   more   characters   written   between   “and  
“(Kanji  can  also  be  written).  E.g.  “app”, “漢字”, “>=<”, “” 

� Integer is a line of numerals (sign can be attached) , e.g. 0, 1, 23, 345, -12, -
9999999 

� Real number is a line of numbers with period attached. E.g. 12.3, 100., .67, -
90.3456 

 
In S-Expression, blank space, parentheses, vertical bar, and tilde are the delimiters. 
Character strings which are not divided by these are assumed to continue on. When a 
rule is described in S-Expression syntax, it becomes easy to handle the rule itself as 
data. So it makes the program flexible makes it possible to change it by dynamic 
addition and deletion of rules, 
 
 
3.2.2 R-Expression 
 
ET was developed with S-expression syntax; afterwards, the R-expression syntax 
which expresses rewriting with an arrow was introduced. R-expression syntax 
connects the relationship of replacement of the atom with the arrow. This is intuitively 
understood and so it is useful in helping humans to easily understand ET. But, even 
though it is called R-Expression, the level below the atom is written making use of S-
Expression. Because the internal constitution of ET has designated S-Expression as 
the foundation, it is more convenient. When a rule operates as the object of 
computation, the predicate must be made an argument and because it becomes a 
portion of the atom, the rule must be written making use of S-Expression syntax. 
 
 
3.3 Atom 
 
Atoms represent the simplest sentences, and the format is (predicate  term  …  term).  It  
means  that  “term,  …,  term  is  related  to  predicate”.  The  predicate  is  a  symbol,  and  the  
way in which a term is specified is up to the user. Some predicates are setup by the 
system beforehand and some are defined by the user. The former are called installed 
predicates and the latter are called user predicates. 
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In terms of atoms, there are D-atoms, B-atoms, N-atoms, etc. However, these atoms 
are not divided in order for them not to pile up and mutually refer to each other; in 
one atom there may be D atoms, N atoms, etc. D atom and N atoms can appear in any 
location of any rule. 
 
D  clauses  use  D  atoms  or  B  atoms.  “D  atom  or  B  atom”  is  simply  called  the  DB  atom.  
B atom predicates are installed in the system beforehand and has single unit 
conversion (=) and computation (:=), etc. Predicates and arguments for D atoms can 
be defined by the individual. 
 
N clauses use D atoms, B atoms and, N atoms. Similarly to the D atom, predicate 
name and argument can be defined by the individual. 
 
 
3.4 Clause 
 
A clause (definite clause) is composed of some atoms, an arrow “←”,  commas  (  .  ),  
and a period ( . ).  The general format of a clause is shown in figure 3.1: 
 

 
 
Figure 3.1:  General Format of a Clause 
 
This  has  the  meaning  that  atom  <head>  will  be  true  if  atoms  <body1>,  <body2>,  …  
<bodyn> are all satisfied. The arrow “←”  can  be  read  to  mean  “if”. 
 
 
3.4.1 D Clause 
 
The basic format of a D clause is: 
 
 〈DB Atom〉←〈DB Atom〉, …,〈DB Atom〉. 
 
The atom at the forefront of the clause is called the head. Only D atoms can become 
the head of a D clause. The atom list after the arrow is called the body. Only DB 
atoms  can  become  elements  of  the  body.  “The  body  is  the  row  of  atoms”,  means  that  
in that element, the atoms are in order. Because the body atoms of the clause are 
logically AND, originally there is no order. Order of the atom of the body of D rule is 
something which was introduced incidentally as expediency in order to control 
computation 
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3.4.2 N Clause 
 
The basic format for an N clause is: 
 
 〈N Atom〉←〈N Atom〉, …,〈N Atom〉. 
 
In the case of the N clause, only N atoms can be used in the head or body. The body is 
not a row but rather a set. That is, there is no order in the body of the N clause. This is 
the big difference between the N clause and D clause. 
 
 
3.5 ET Rules 
 
An ET (rewriting) rule describes methods of rewriting various clauses into other 
clauses (or sets of clauses). A rule specifies, in its left-hand side, a pattern of atomic 
formulas (atoms) to which it can be applied, and defines the result of its application 
by specifying, in its right-hand side, one or more patterns of replacement atoms.  
 
The components of an ET rule are: 

� Atoms 
� Parentheses  
� Arrow (→ and ⇒) 
� Comma ( , ) 
� Semicolon (;) 
� Period ( . ) 

 
The general form of an ET rule is: 
 
 〈Atom1〉, {〈Atom2〉,〈Atom3〉} →〈Atom4〉,〈Atom5〉. 
 
Atoms are separated by commas and a period is placed at the end of the rule.  
Similarly, atoms enclosed within parentheses are separated by commas.  Atom
〈Atom1〉is called the ”Head”. Heads are the leftmost atoms of rules, and atoms 
or atom sequences enclosed with braces { } are the condition part (“Cond”)  of  the rule. 
A condition part consists of zero (0) or more atoms. If there are no atoms in the 
condition part, the braces and the comma before them, can be omitted. 
 
Arrows mean to replace the head atoms by the other atoms on the right side of the 
arrow,  the”  Body.”  The  Body  can also consist of zero (0) or more atoms. Like this, a 
rule consists of a "Head",  a  ”Cond”,  an  arrow,  and  a  "Body.  " 
 
In the rule above, the head part,〈Atom1〉corresponds to an atom which expresses a 
part of a query clause.  Atoms, 〈Atom2〉and〈Atom3〉enclosed within { }, 
specify conditions that must be satisfied in order to be able to replace an atom that 
matches the pattern of the Head with the Body. The Body,  atoms〈Atom4〉and
〈Atom5〉, are the atoms that replace the Head. The period specifies the end of the 
rule. 
 
The following examples illustrate various patterns of R formulas: 
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1.〈Atom1〉, {〈Atom2〉} → 〈Atom3〉. 
Semantic ：If atom〈Atom1〉satisfies the condition specified by atom〈Atom2〉, 
the rule can replace atom〈Atom1〉with atom〈Atom3〉. 
 
2.〈Atom1〉→ 〈Atom2〉, 〈Atom3〉, 〈Atom4〉. 
Semantic ：The rule can directly replace atom〈Atom1〉 with atoms〈Atom2〉, 
〈Atom3〉and 〈Atom4〉. 
 
3.〈Atom1〉, {〈Atom2〉, 〈Atom3〉} →. 
Semantic ： If atom 〈 Atom1〉 satisfies the conditions specified by atoms 
〈Atom2〉and 〈Atom3〉, the rule can remove atom 〈Atom1〉. 
 
〈Atom1〉→ . 
Semantic ：The rule can remove atom 〈Atom1〉. 
 
There are two types of ET rules. These are: 1) D-Rules (deterministic) and, 2) N-
Rules (non-deterministic).  The difference between the execution of D-atoms and that 
of N-atoms is that the result from executing a D-atom as a query gives either 
“succeeded”  or  “failed”  whereas  the  execution  of  an  N-atom as a query returns the ans 
clause. 
 
 
3.5.1 ET D-Rules 
 
D-rules represent user-defined procedures.  They are similar to clauses in Prolog in 
that rules that are specified first takes precedence over subsequent rules that are 
specified. Also, with regards to the application order of the body atoms, the first atom 
in the body (leftmost atom) is always executed first, followed by the second atom, 
third atom, etc., in that order.   
 
ET D-rules have the following characteristics: 

� Atom selection order and rule selection order are uniquely decided (i.e., their 
location determine there order of selection). 

� Because rule selection order is unique, formal rule precedence does not exist. 
� Each rule has only one head 
� Each rule consists of only a single body or none at all. 

 
An ET D-rule has the following structure (figure 3.2): 
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Figure 3.2: ET D-rule Structure 
  
Atoms that are transformed by D-rules are called D-atoms. Atoms that are built into 
the system are called B-atoms and include primitives such as substitutions, arithmetic 
operations, I/O access, and so on. These are similar to built-in functions in other 
programming languages and are comprehensible to the ET system. D-rules use B-
atoms as their foundation to express user-defined procedures. The computation 
carried out by D-rules transforms a clause by rewriting its body atoms. These rules are 
applied to the leftmost atom in the body of the clause and, if two or more are 
applicable, the topmost rule is selected. Thus D-rule works by solving atoms one by 
one sequentially from left to right and top to bottom. 
 
 
3.5.2 ET N-Rules 
 
N-rules are non-deterministic and so they can express a form of parallel processing. 
Also, their applicability depends on the current state of the computation. N-rules 
rewrite a set of clauses and have the ability to create one or more new clauses from 
one clause in order to obtain all the answers. N-rules can call a sub-computation done 
by D-rules to check their applicability or to execute their more specified application. 
The result of the sub-computation can propagate through variable substitutions. Head 
and body atoms used in N-rules are called N-atoms. The other atoms in the condition 
and execution sequences are either B-atoms (Built-in) or D-atoms.  
 
ET N-rules have the following characteristics: 

� Atom selection order and rule selection order are not uniquely decided (i.e., 
their selection order is left up to the system). 

� It is possible to set the precedence of each rule and, as a result, control rule 
application order. 

� A rule can have multiple heads (multihead rule) 
� A rule can have multiple bodies (divergent or forking rule). 

 
An ET N-rule has the following structure (figure 3.3): 
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Figure 3.3: ET N-rule Structure 
 
One of the special features of N-rules is that, instead of an error, a meaningful result 
can be obtained from the execution of an incomplete program. Usually, incomplete 
programs will result in errors if they have no functions to call, even a D-rule program 
will return false if there are no other rules to try. N-rule programs however, transform 
the set of clauses representing the original problems as far as possible by using 
already written rules. When there are no rules left to be applied, they return the set of 
clauses representing the result of all possible simplifications up to the point where no 
rules are left to be applied. 
 
 
3.5.3 ET Rules versus Clauses 
 
An ET rule is different from a clause in that a clause is used to describe the result (or 
answer) of some conditions (or problems) while an ET rule is used to transform a 
problem. Thus the result of each step of an ET transformation can be represented by a 
clause.  
 
ET rules are more efficient than clauses since they can have more specified head 
pattern, one-side matching, and applicability condition part which specify their 
detailed applicability conditions.” [2] 
 
 
3.6 ET Variables 
 
In ET normal named variables and anonymous (unnamed) variables exist. A normal 
variable begins with the asterisk symbol,  ‘*’  and  is  followed  by  a  letter,  numeral,  etc.  
(e.g. *A, *X, *A1, *X1, *1, *5). An anonymous variable begins with the question 
sign      symbol   ‘?’   and   may   or   may   not   be   followed   by   a   letter   or   numeral.  
(e.g. ?, ?A, ?X, ?1, ?5). 
 
The variables handled in ET are called logical variables and, once a value is assigned, 
that value does not change. Also, wherever a normal variable changes, other variables 
having the same name will change simultaneously. In contrast to this, anonymous 
variables, even if they have the same name, are each treated as different variables. 
When an anonymous variable is placed as an argument in a rule, by simply looking at 
the  source  it  can  be  easily  seen  that  it  is  not  used  (don’t  care  variable). 
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3.6.1 Information-Attached Variables 
 
An information-attached variable, as the name implies, is a variable to which 
information has been attached. This type of variable has the format: 
 
   *x~(information) 
 
Here   ‘*x’   represents   the   information-attached variable; (information) is the attached 
information and, the sign tilde (~) ties the information to the variable. A variety of 
information can be attached to a variable in this way. These include: sets (e.g. x~(set 2 
3 5)), odd/even flags (e.g. x~odd), modulo specification (e.g. x~(mod 10 7)), and even 
combinations of arithmetic restrictions (e.g. x~(and (mod 10 7) (range 100 200)). The 
opposite of an information attached variable is a pure variable (p-var). 

 
Figure 3.4: Document Object Model (DOM) Inheritance Hierarchy  
 
Information attached variables can also be used to store inheritance hierarchies. The 
Document Object Model (DOM) inheritance hierarchy (illustrated in figure 3.4) for 
example, can be represented by information attached variable as illustrated in figure 
3.5. 
 

 
 
Figure 3.5: Representation of the DOM Inheritance Hierarchy using information attached variable 

<html> 

<head> 

<span3> 

<body> 

<div> <span1> 

<span2> 

<title> <CSS> <JavaScript> 

“DHTML  Page” 

*DOMHierarchy~(html   ( 
 
        (head  (title  (“DHTML  Page”))    CSS    JavaScript)) 
        
         (body  ( 
 
          (div  (span2  span3)) 
 
           (span1) 
 
            ) 
    )) 
   ) 
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The following built-in rules are relevant to the processing of information attached 
variables: 

� (pvar *v)  - determines whether or not *v is a pure variable. 
� (ivar *v)  - determines whether or not *v is an information  

attached variable. 
� (putInfo *v *i) - attaches information *i to variable *v 
� (getInfo *v *i) - copies the information stored in the information  

attached variable  *v into *i. 
� (rmInfo *v)  - removes the information stored in the information  

attached variable *v (it then becomes a pure variable). 
 
 
3.7 Structure of an ET Program 
 
An ET program consists of a set of equivalent transformation rules and descriptions 
(conditionalities) for the control of the application of these rules. Each rule is written 
and built up one by one in order to make the complete program. In addition, all rules 
are independent of each other so they can be mixed and matched in any combination 
to give the most efficient output. A more efficient program can often be derived from 
an initially constructed one using meaning-preserving transformations along with 
certain transformation techniques such as program transformation and partial 
evaluation. 
 
 
3.8 ET and Algorithm Construction 
 
An ET program can be viewed as an algorithm. Algorithm construction based on the 
ET framework is illustrated in figure 3.6 
 

 
Figure 3.6: Algorithm construction based on the ET Framework 
 
From a given problem independent rules are made. In the process of accumulating 
these rules to form an ET program, the algorithm is automatically constructed. The 
program can then be written in the desired procedural language (C in this example) by 
expressing the action carried out by each as a procedure. This algorithm can be easily 
repaired and modified since all that needs to be done is to replace one rule by another.  
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3.9 ET Computation 
 
In the ET computation model, specifications provide background knowledge in a 
problem domain, a program is a set of prioritized rewriting rules, and computation 
consists of successive reduction of problems by rule application. As long as semantic-
preserving rewriting rules, called ET rules, with respect to given background 
knowledge are used, correct computation results are guaranteed. [3]  
 
Also, in this model, a problem is specified by a declarative description, which is a set 
of definite clauses extended to be able to treat various data structures. The declarative 
description P determines its meaning M(P), which is intuitively an extension of the 
declarative semantics of logic programs. 
 
As illustrated in figure 3.7 below, an ET rule is applicable to a definite clause when 
the pattern in the left-hand side matches atoms contained in the body of the clause - in 
other words, when atoms contained in the body of the clause are instances of the 
specified pattern. When applied, the rule rewrites the clause into a number of clauses, 
resulting from replacing the matched body atoms with instances of the patterns in the 
right-hand side of the rule. Determination of rule applicability by pattern matching, 
rather than unification, allows one to tailor an ET (rewriting) rule for some specific 
pattern of atoms for the sake of computation efficiency.  
 

 
 Figure 3.7: ET Computation Process Flow (D Mode) 
 
The actual computation of the solution to a problem is accomplished by the repeated 
application of equivalent transform rules. The flow of computing with equivalent 
transform rules is shown in figure 3.7. 
 
On the left side of figure 3.7 the process flow is shown. From atoms existing in the 
processing space to the right (tail) of the arrow, one is chosen. Here the element is 
used to reference the rule containing the predicate name and zero or more arguments. 
Next, the processing element identifies the predicate, references the ET rule, then 

ans 
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applies the relevant atom. In this way, ET computing is actualized by the referencing 
and repetitive application of the selected rule. 
 
When rule application is possible, the atom returns true (success) as the processing 
result. When there is no rule that can be applied to the selected atom, the atom returns 
false (failure) to the processing system as the value of the processing result. Atom 
behaviour of this kind gives important meaning to the processing modes of ET 
(explanation follows in section 3.9.1). 
 
 
3.9.1 The Two Rule Processing Modes of ET 
 
ET has two processing modes. In the first mode, from the atoms in the processing 
space, atoms are chosen sequentially and the rules are applied. The process is the 
same as shown in figure 3.7. That is A Æ B Æ C Æ C. This method of processing is 
called D rule processing mode. 
 
In the other processing mode, from the processing space one atom is randomly chosen 
and the rules applied. This processing mode is different from that of figure 3.7 and 
may take a flow such as A Æ C Æ B Æ C, depending on the state of the computation. 
This method of processing is called N rule processing mode. 
 
 
3.10 Comparison with other Programming Frameworks 
 
3.10.1 Comparison with Procedural Programming 
 
In procedural programming the described instruction is sequentially executed and the 
content of the variable objects keeps changing according to the result of processing. 
Most programming languages, including JavaScript, C, BASIC, and Pascal, are 
procedural languages. While processing speed is fast, in order to verify the execution, 
it is essential that the flow of processing be followed. Furthermore, it is difficult to 
guarantee program correctness and efficiency due to the fact that the value of the 
variable changes. Development efficiency is also poor. 
 
In procedural programming languages, the semantic meaning of the components of a 
program is tied up with the execution order and relations between the parts such as the 
use of global variables, so that it is not apparent how the parts work together and there 
is no convenient theory for the semantic meaning of procedural programs. Therefore 
the process of writing and debugging programs in those languages is a chancy affair 
involving repeated tries at designing, coding, debugging, and redesigning the program. 
[2] 
 
For larger programs, even though we can test a function by making sure that it 
performs the tasks and returns the value that is expected of it; most functions rely on 
the way the rest of the program is structured, so you can never be 100 percent sure 
that nothing will go wrong. In JavaScript (and indeed the wider procedural language 
programming world), one of the most common errors is omitting the return() 
statement in a function. This does not happen in ET. 
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In terms of variables, JavaScript variables have to be defined before they can be used 
or  an  error  will  result.  We  don’t  need  to  define  variables  in  ET.  In  addition,  there  is  no  
such thing as an anonymous variable in JavaScript.  
 
JavaScript (and by extension, DHTML) has to be tested in various browsers to ensure 
compatibility.  
In DHTML especially, debugging can be very frustrating experience. The first hurdle 
is the fact that JavaScript, like all languages that run in the browser, is designed to fail 
silently by default. So, when something goes wrong,   the   program   doesn’t   run   and  
nothing at all happens. Even when the error messages are displayed, they may 
complain about a perfectly good part of the code when the problem is actually 
elsewhere. 
 
Using JavaScript as the procedural language example, we use the example of trying to 
find the greatest common divisor (GCD) of two numbers to further explain the 
differences between ET and DHTML (procedural programming).  
 
In natural language, the Euclidian algorithm for this problem can be expressed in the 
following way: To find the greatest common divisor of two integers divide the larger 
integer by the smaller integer. Repeat the procedure by replacing the larger integer 
with the remainder in subsequent calculations until the remainder becomes zero. The 
integer remaining at the end is the answer. Figure 3.8 shows a program written in ET 
and JavaScript function based on this algorithm.  
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.8: (a) ET GCD Program (b) JavaScript. GCD Function 
 
It is sometimes easy to know the general flow from such sentences written in natural 
language,  but   it’s  not   enough   for   the   strict   and   clear  discussion  and   the  mechanical  
process in most cases. Also, when we write the Euclidian algorithm in the JavaScript, 
as in figure 3.8, we have to take into consideration concrete details such as argument 
passing, return values, instruction formatting, etc.  
 

function gcd(a,b) 
      { 
      var temp; 
      if(a < 0) {a = -a;}; 
      if(b < 0) {b = -b;}; 
      if(b > a)  
 {temp = a; a = b;  
 b = temp;}; 
      while (true) { 
         a %= b; 
       if(a == 0) {return b;}; 
         b %= a; 
       if(b == 0) {return a;}; 
      }; 
      return b; 
      } 

(b) 
 

(gcd *A *B *X),{(> *B 0)} -->  
 (:= *C (mod *A *B)), 
 (gcd *B *C *X). 
 
(gcd *A 0 *X) --> (= *X *A). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
(a) 
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The problem can actually be divided into two parts: the first is replacing the starting 
method, which states that A should be divided by B, with the calculation using B and 
the remainder of B divided by A.  The second part is specifying A as the greatest 
common denominator when the remainder is zero (0). In ET these two independent 
parts can be expressed as: 
 
 (gcd *A *B *X),{(> *B 0)} --> (:= *C (mod *A *B)),(gcd *B *C *X). 
 
And; 

 
(gcd *A 0 *X) --> (= *X *A). 

 
However, in the JavaScript program, the two parts are fused and expressed in 
"do~while" and "if~else" statements, so it is difficult to divide it again. 
 
 
3.10.2 Comparison with Logic Programming 
 
One of the major differences between ET and other declarative programming 
computation models is that programs are clearly separated from specifications in the 
ET model while specifications are used as programs in other models. In the ET model 
a formal specification is completely declarative, provides background knowledge for 
associating declarative meanings with problems, and specifies a set of problems of 
interest. From a specification, a program consisting of procedural rewriting rules is 
constructed. No procedural semantics is associated with specifications.  
 
In the ET framework computation is a sequence of rewritings and a program is a set 
of rewriting rules. A set of definite clauses is regarded as a specification and is not 
executable. This is unlike the Logic Programming framework, in which a program is a 
set of definite clauses. In ET a definite clause is a data structure to be rewritten by 
rewriting rules and represents a part of a state of the computation process. Each 
rewriting rule specifies how a specific state of the computation process is changed 
into another state. [4] 
 
Thus, in the ET framework, to construct a program is to generate a set of ET rules 
with respect to a given specification. The separation between programs and 
specifications greatly widens the possibility of program synthesis since several kinds 
of rewriting rules with varying procedural expressive power can be generated from a 
specification. In addition, since ET rules can describe more efficient algorithms than 
clauses, the generated program consisting of ET rules can be more efficient. 
 
Another difference between the ET Framework and Logic Programming lies in how 
the rules are applied. In the ET Framework, applicability of rules is determined by 
pattern matching while in the Logic Programming Framework rule applicability is 
determined by unification of input clauses. An ET (rewriting) rule can thus be tailored 
to some specific pattern of atoms. Selection of target atoms for rule application based 
on atom patterns enables content-based control of computation – appropriate 
computation paths can be chosen based on run-time content clauses appearing in 
intermediate transformation stages. This is in sharp contrast to atom selection using 
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fixed computation order in Prolog, where the first goal atom in a goal list is always 
selected regardless of the content of other goal atoms in the list. [3] 
 
In addition to these differences, Logic Programming uses SLD-resolution as the 
computational method with (only limited) equivalent transformation used for program 
transformation. [5] 
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Chapter 4 
 
 

Dynamic HTML (DHTML) 
 
 
 
Dynamic HTML (DHTML) is a combination of the technologies HyperText Markup 
Language (HTML), Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), and JavaScript that, when blended 
in the proper proportions, can make a web page work like a desktop application; 
containing features found in multimedia products. It also enables the creation of 
complex animated and interactive Web Pages that do not need to be processed by a 
Web Server. 
 

 
Figure 4.1: Structure of a basic DHTML page 
 
Figure 4.1 illustrates how the technologies comprising DHTML are arranged in the 
page structure. Everything is contained within the HTML document. JavaScript and 
CSS can be placed in either the document head, body, or both the head and body. 

<html> 
 
        <head> 
              <title> This is a DHTML Page <title> 
 
              <style type  =  “text  /  css”> 
      (Embedded Styles) 
                </style> 
 
              <script language  =  “javascript”> 
 
              </script> 
 
         </head> 
 
         <body> 
 (JavaScript can also go here) 
 (Inline styles go here) 
         </body> 
 
</html> 
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Alternatively, they can be placed in a separate file and referred to in the head of the 
HTML document. The various arrangements will be explained in detail later on.  
 
Probably one of the most frustrating factors in working with HTML is that the web 
page must be reloaded each time you want to reposition an object on the page. 
DHTML is designed to overcome this problem by giving developers the ability to: 1. 
change a portion of a Web page after the Web page is displayed on the screen; 2. 
place objects in absolute positions on the screen and; 3. display objects on different 
layers of the web page (enabling the object on the top layer to change without 
affecting objects on lower layers).  
 
When used correctly, DHTML can significantly enhance user experience. JavaScript 
scripting along with CSS are what put the dynamism into what would have been an 
otherwise ordinary HTML document. This combination allows the precise positioning, 
formatting and embellishment of document content instead of arbitrary placement due 
to a browsers rendering choice. It also allows the creation of documents that contain 
inline animations and that can change by themselves or in response to user 
interactions. Having the animations embedded inline results in faster page downloads 
since no plug-ins are required. Also, instead of an image being confined to a 
stationary space, it can animate and move around the page. 
 
Using DHTML, developers can create truly interactive web pages and have greater 
control over the look and feel of their sites. [6] 
 
 
4.1 HyperText Markup Language (HTML) 
 
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) is a simple language used to structure 
hyperlinking content that is at the core of most Web pages. What HTML is at core is a 
system of tags that are interpreted by a user agent such as a Web browser, a browser 
in a hand-held device such as a PDA, or an assistive device. A  user  agent’s  job  is  to  
interpret and then render the language of the document being requested.  
 
The whole idea behind HTML since its inception has simply been to apply meaning to 
chunks of content and link them all together, regardless of platform. HTML enables 
text to be marked up so that they can function as hypertext on the Web. Hypertext is a 
type of text that contains hyperlinks, which enable the reader of a web page to jump 
from one hypertext page to another (figure 4.2b). In contrast to ordinary text (figure 
4.2a), hypertext gives readers the ability to choose their own path through the material 
that interests them. Markup refers to the symbols (called elements) that tell Web 
browsers how to display the page. 
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Figure 4.2: (a) Normal Text structure (b) HyperText structure 
 
HTML is static, i.e. it has a fixed state. If something needs to be changed then a trip 
has to be made to the server and the page reloaded. Some relevant HTML 
terminology is explained in the following sections. 
 
 
4.1.1 Element and Tag 
 
An HTML element is a construct consisting (usually) of an opening tag, some 
optional attributes, some content, and a closing tag. Elements can contain any number 
of further elements, which are, in turn, made up of tags, attributes, and content. 
 

 
Figure 4.3: Anatomy of an HTML element 
 
Figure 4.3 shows the <div> element; which is everything from the first opening angle 
bracket (<) to the very last closing angle bracket (>), and the content in between. The 
content  block  contains  the  text  “Divide  and  Conquer”. 
 
A tag indicates the start and end of an element. The opening tag can contain multiple 
attributes, but it cannot contain other elements or tags, while the closing tag cannot 
contain anything but itself. In Figure 4.3, there are two tags: an opening <div> and a 
closing </div>. The most basic of all tags is the <html> tag. It indicates that the 
information that follows is written in HTML. 

<div  id=“PH”  style=”top:  145px> Divide and Conquer </div> 

HTML Element 

Opening Tag 

Content Block 

Closing Tag 

Attribute 

Value 

Attribute Value 

Property 
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4.1.2 Divs and Spans 
 
A div (short   for  “division”)   is  used   for  marking  out  a  block  of  content,   such  as   the  
main content block of a document, the main navigation, the header, or the footer (see 
Figure 4.4). As such, it is a block element. It can contain further elements, including 
more divs if required, but it cannot be contained within an inline element. These 
content blocks can then be positioned and displayed as required using CSS. 
 
A span is used for marking out sections within a block element and sometimes inside 
another inline element. It has no semantic meaning and is simply a generic container. 
It can itself contain further inline elements, including more spans. It can be used, for 
example, to change the font, size, colour (e.g.   the   text   “serve   to   explain”   in  Figure  
4.4), etc. of some words in a paragraph, while keeping the rest of the paragraph in the 
default style. A span cannot contain a block element - that is, you cannot place a 
<div> within a <span>. [7] 
 

 
Figure 4.4: Illustration of the use of div and span on a web page 
 
 
4.1.3 ids and class attributes 
 
The id attribute is used to identify elements and mark up specific functional areas of a 
website, and the class attribute is used to classify one or more elements. A specific id 
attribute value can be used just once per page (i.e., it must be unique within the 
document), whereas a class attribute value can be used multiple times (the attributes 
themselves can be used multiple times per page). 
 
An id and a class are applied to an element as in: 
 
 <div  id="table"  class=”shape”>  </div> 
 
To reference these attribute values in CSS, you type the value and then prefix an id 
with a hash mark (#) and classes with a period (.), like this: 
 

#table { position: absolute; top: 20px; left: 20px; } 

Div 1 

Div 2 

Div 3 

These diagrams  serve to explain  

the idea of div and span. Div is 
an divides web pages into 
blocks. 

Web Page 
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.shape { color: white; } 

 
 
4.1.4 Required Elements 
 
The following are the very basic elements that are required for any HTML document: 

� <html>, </html> - defines the HTML document 
� <head>, </head> - defines the part of the document for use by browsers  
� <title>, </title> - identifies the document to the Web 
� <body>, </body> - defines the part of the document we see and use 
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4.2 Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) 
 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) was introduced by the World Wide Web Consortium 
(W3C) to help designers get more control over their Web pages by enhancing what 
HTML can do. CSS facilitates the separation of Web page structure from content. 
Whereas HTML is concerned with the structure and organization of a document, CSS 
is concerned with its layout and presentation. [8] 
 
HTML commands describe how elements of a web page should be displayed. 
However, the browser determines how those elements are actually displayed; based 
on factors such as the window size and resolution. CSS enables developers to specify 
how HTML elements must look on the screen, including such things as text font, size, 
and precise position. It also enables developers to create a uniformed look and feel 
across all Web pages on their website by defining specific styles and then applying 
those styles to relative portions of a Web page. The developer can then change the 
style definition in the style sheet, and the browser automatically applies the style 
changes to corresponding portions of Web pages on the site. [6] In this way, not only 
does it lend even greater control over the appearance of a Web page, it removes the 
need for presentational elements in the HTML document itself.   
 

 
Figure 4.5: Order of application of Style Sheets 
 
 
The information the browser must know to format the elements on a Web page is 
stored separately, in a style sheet. The style sheet lists the presentation styles that the 
browser should use to display the various components of the document, such as 
headings, lists, and paragraphs.  It can be embedded within the body of the HTML 
(Element-Specific Style), placed in the head of the HTML document (Page-Specific 
Style), or specified in a separate style sheet file (Global Styles). The  term  “cascading”  
refers to the order of precedence of these three types of styles. Page-specific styles 

Global (External) Styles 
Placed in a separate document 

Page-Specific (Embedded) Styles 
Placed in the HEAD of the html document 

<style type="text/css"> 
#PAI { position: absolute; top: 145px; 
            left: 45px; width: 10px;} 
</style> 

Element-Specific (Inline) Styles 
Placed in the BODY of the html document 

<body> 
     <div id="PAI" style="left: 45px; 

 top: 145px"> </div> 
</body> 

Order 
of 

Application 
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take precedence over Global styles while Element-specific styles take precedence 
over page-specific styles. This is illustrated in Figure 4.5. 
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4.2.1 CSS Syntax 
 
Although intrinsically linked with HTML in the formation of a web page, CSS has a 
completely different syntax, consisting of a collection of rules that are made up of 
selectors, properties, and values. 
 

 
Figure 4.6: Cascading Style Sheet Generic Rule Structure. 
 
Figure 4.6 depicts the structure of a typical CSS rule. Each rule has two fundamental 
parts: 1. the Selector and; 2. the Declaration Block. The selector defines which HTML 
element or section of a web page the style declarations should be applied to (ball in 
this case).  There are three main kinds of selectors: HTML selectors, id selectors, and 
class selectors. HTML selectors specify an HTML element to which the declarations 
should be applied; id selectors attach styles to the HTML element with that 
corresponding id; and class selectors attach styles to HTML elements with a 
corresponding class. 
 
The declaration block comprises one or more declarations, each of which is a pairing 
of a property and a value. Each declaration is a combination of a CSS property and a 
value for that property. A declaration is always formatted as a property followed by a 
colon and then a value followed by a semicolon. In nearly all cases, a value is either a 
single keyword or a space-separated list of one or more keywords that are permitted 
for that property. Every style sheet is made up of a series of CSS rules. 
 
All CSS commands may be accessed using the style property of every style-able 
HTML element on the page. There are two common ways to access these elements: 
 

1. Using event handlers in the form of HTML attributes, and submitting a 
reference to the current element as the parameter: <p 
onmousemove="handlerFunction(this);" />. 

2. Accessing the element using document.getElementById(). 
 
 

position:   absolute; top:   160px; #ball 

Selector 
Declaration Declaration 

Declaration 
Block 

Property Property 

Value Value 
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4.3 The Document Object Model (DOM)  
 
The Document Object Model (DOM) is an object-oriented representation of an 
HTML document. It describes how all elements in an HTML page, such as input 
fields, images, paragraphs etc., are related to the topmost structure: the document 
itself. Within this model, each element in the HTML document becomes an object, as 
do all the attributes and text. JavaScript can access each of these objects 
independently, using built-in functions that make it easy to find and change what we 
want on the fly. 
 
As a result of the way in which HTML is written - as a hierarchy of nested elements 
marked with start and end tags - the DOM creates a different object for each element, 
but links each element object to its enclosing (or parent) element. This creates an 
explicit parent-child relationship between elements, and lends the visualization of the 
DOM most readily to a tree structure. DOM provides an API to access and modify 
this tree of objects. The DOM API is specified in a language-independent manner by 
the W3C, and mappings are available for most programming languages. 
 
The DOM allows programs and scripts to dynamically access and update the content, 
structure and style of documents. The document can then be further processed and the 
results of that processing can be incorporated back into the presented page. 
 
To create the DOM for a document, each element in the HTML is represented by 
what is known   as   a   node.  A   node’s   position   in   the  DOM   tree   is   determined   by   its 
parent and child nodes. The DOM standard treats HTML documents as hierarchies of 
nodes. In DOM, the following parts of the document are all considered nodes: 

� Markup tags (elements) 
� Attributes 
� Text 
� XML character data (CDATA) sections 
� Entity references 
� Entities 
� Processing instructions 
� Comments 
� The document itself 

 
Nodes that are contained in other nodes are considered children of those nodes, while 
nodes that are at the same level as other nodes are considered siblings. The DOM 
allows programmers to access, add, delete, move, or modify almost any of the objects 
in the DOM tree. More specifically, DOM separates a core set of API from an 
HTML-specific set. The HTML-specific API adds browser-related methods and 
properties to the objects defined in the core set.  
 
For  example,  let’s  consider  the  following  simple  HTML  code in Figure 4.7: 
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Figure 4.7: Simple HTML Document 
 
Figure 4.8 shows how the preceding HTML code in Figure 4.7 would look in the 
DOM hierarchy. This hierarchy is also called the DOM tree. 
 

 
Figure 4.8: Representation of the HTML Document of Figure 4.5 in the DOM Tree 
 
Perhaps the most useful of all the DOM objects is the document object. The document 
object provides access to the entire contents of a web page as it is the root of all other 
objects in the HTML hierarchy. Each HTML document that gets loaded into a 
window becomes a document object. In Figure 4.8 the <html> element at the top of 
the tree represents the document object. 
 
The document object also contains the following six methods in JavaScript:: 

� open() 
� close() 
� write() 
� writeln() 
� getElementById() 
� getElementsByName() 

 

<html> 

<head> 

“relation” 

<body> 

“HTML  and  DOM” 

<i> 

“a  simple” 

<title> 

“DHTML  Page” “right” 

<b> “This  is” 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>DOM Tree</title> 
</head> 
 
<body> 

This is <b>a simple</b>relation <i>right?</i> 
HTML and DOM. 

</body> 
</html> 
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The open(), close(), write(), and writeln() methods are used for printing raw HTML 
text to a web page. For example, the document.write() method provides a simple way 
of outputting results. The getElementById() and getElementsByName() methods 
allow us to quickly search a DOM for specific elements. This is a better approach than 
manually searching up and down the DOM tree for what we need, since these 
functions are optimized to return quickly. 
 
 
4.4  JavaScript 
 
JavaScript is a popular general-purpose, lightweight, object-oriented, scripting 
language used to put energy and pizzaz (dynamic effects) into otherwise dead Web 
pages by allowing a static page to interact with users and respond to events that occur 
on the page. HTML and CSS can only describe the way a Web page's elements (text, 
forms, hyperlinks, tables, etc) look - they have no way of dictating how they behave. 
JavaScript has been described as “the glue that  holds  Web  pages  together”. It is built 
into major web browsers and is the only cross-browser language that works directly 
with web browsers. It would be a hard task to find a commercial Web page, or almost 
any Web page, that does not contain some JavaScript code. 
 
Because JavaScript is associated with a browser, it is tightly integrated with HTML. 
While HTML is handled by its own networking library and graphics renderer, 
JavaScript programs are executed by a JavaScript interpreter normally built right into 
the browser. When the browser requests such a page, the server sends the full content 
of the document, including HTML and JavaScript statements, over the network to the 
client. When the page loads, HTML content is read and rendered line by line until a 
JavaScript opening tag is read, at which time the JavaScript interpreter takes over. 
When the closing JavaScript tag is reached, the HTML processing continues. In 
practice, JavaScript is a fairly universal extension to HTML that can enhance the user 
experience through event handling and client-side execution, while extending a web 
developer's control over the client's browser. 
 
Like other HTML elements, client-side JavaScript programs are identified by tags. 
You use <script></script> tags to enclose JavaScript. Scripts execute when the page 
loads into a browser. Sometimes, that is what you want to happen; other times, you 
want the user to interact with the page in some way to make the script run. If you 
want to control when a JavaScript runs, the script is added inside the <head></head> 
tags and its triggering event is included in the body portion of the page. If you want a 
JavaScript to run when the page has loaded, add it to the body section of the page. 
You can add multiple scripts to the same page, in both locations. You can also use an 
external file in a similar way to using an external style sheet. An external JavaScript 
file is saved with a .js file extension and attached to a page using a src (source) 
attribute. 
 
JavaScript is easily applied to a Web document as all that needs to be done is to use 
the script tag in the following format: 
 

<script type="text/javascript"> 
<!-- 
// code here 
--> 
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</script> 
 
The <!-- and --> tags are used to comment out the code so that older browsers do not 
display it inside the page or try to render it as HTML markup..[9] 
 
With JavaScript and the Document Object Model (DOM), the value of all the 
properties of all the objects on a web page can be changed dynamically. Because the 
DOM requires browsers to redraw pages in response to events, JavaScript becomes 
far more powerful with the DOM. 
 
In syntax, JavaScript is similar to C, Perl, and Java; e.g., if statements and while and 
for loops, are almost identical. In fact, JavaScript's statements are a strict subset of 
C++'s, offering a smaller selection of identical looping and conditional constructs. 
However, it is an object-oriented, interpreted language, not a compiled language. 
 
 
4.4.1 The Basic Entities of JavaScript 
 
As in most object-oriented, event-driven programming languages, there are four 
distinct entities in JavaScript: 
 
1. Objects -  Everything you can control in a web browser is an object comprising 

properties and methods (sometimes referred to in the literature as attributes and 
operations, respectively)  
1.1. properties define the state of an object; e.g., red text, 10-element array  
1.2. methods define the actions that change the state of an object; e.g., 

fontcolor("red") sets the color of a text object to red.  
 
2. Functions - Methods that operate outside of objects; e.g., escape() and unescape(), 

JavaScript functions that perform ASCII to hex conversions.  
 
3. Statements - Programming commands that control object lifecycles and the flow 

of execution; e.g., if..else, while.  
 
4. Events - Things that happen, usually as a result of user actions, to which a 

JavaScript program can respond; e.g., a mouse click. Events always happen in 
relation to a given object, such as a button in a form (for which onMouseClick is a 
typical event), or an entire web page (sample event: onLoad).  

 
 
4.4.2 Event Handling 
 
An Event object is created automatically by JavaScript on the occurrence of an event. 
It has various properties that provide information about the event such as event type, 
the position of the cursor at the time the event occurred, etc. Not all of the properties 
relate to every type of event. 
 
Almost every JavaScript object in a document receives events of one kind or another. 
Therefore JavaScript needs a way of detecting these events so that it knows when to 
react. It also needs to know which functions to execute. The code that specifies what 
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the object should do in response to an event is a special type of method called an 
event handler. It   consists   of   the   event’s   name,   an   equal   sign   (just   like   any   HTML  
attribute), followed by instructions about what to do when the particular event fires. 
 
Some common event handlers are: 

� onload - executes the specified JavaScript code or function on the occurrence 
of a Load event. A Load event occurs when the browser finishes loading a 
window or all the frames in a window. (format:  onload = myJavaScriptCode) 

 
� onMouseMove - used to execute specified JavaScript code whenever the 

mouse is moved. (format:  onMouseMove = myJavaScriptCode) 
 

� onClick - executes the specified JavaScript code or function on the occurrence 
of a click event. (format: onClick = myJavaScriptCode) 

 
 
Setting up an event handler 
 
To set up a function as an event handler, all that is needed is a reference to the DOM 
element   for  which   you  want   to   handle   events.   Then,   you   set   the   element’s onevent 
property, where event is the type of event you want to handle: 
 

element.onevent = myJavaScriptCode;  
 
 
Accessing an event 
 
To access an event so that you can read out its properties, the event handling function 
is written as: 
 
 function myJavaScriptCode (e)  

{ 
  if (!e) var e = window.event 

} 
 
The variable, ‘e’ refers to the event in all browsers and you can access the event. 
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4.4.3 Accessing Elements  
 
Accessing by ID 
 
When you are working with the DOM, the ideal way to later access an element on the 
page is by giving it a unique identifier, or ID. Then, the DOM method 
document.getElementById() accesses the given element and enables you to go on 
from there:  
 
 document.getElementById("object") 
 
 
Accessing by Tag 
An alternative way to access elements on the current page is to access them through 
the tag names, as in: 
 
 document.getElementsByTagName("div") 
 
which would get all the div elements. 
 
 
4.4.4 Positioning Elements 
 
CSS supports two ways of positioning an element: absolute positioning and relative 
positioning. No matter which method you choose, with JavaScript you can set the 
positioning values. Usually, the absolute positioning is more convenient since you do 
not have to calculate relative positions of nested elements then. 
 
In most browsers, the ‘left’ property defines the x coordinate of the element, and the 
‘top’ property is used for the y coordinate. The values are not numeric but as usual in 
CSS include a unit, usually px for pixels. 
 
For Internet Explorer, a numeric value with no unit must be provided: 
 
 element.style.left = 5; 
  
 element.style.top = 7;  
 
 
4.5 Disadvantages of DHTML 
 
The mix of technologies, while providing DHTML with its dynamic capabilities, also 
has a downside in that their tight integration makes it difficult to focus on any one 
section exclusively. The use of event handlers obscures program flow, so how 
messages are passed is not clear. DHTML depends heavily on global variables so 
understanding program execution order is difficult. It is Difficult to develop and 
debug. DHTML is not implemented uniformly in all browsers. It is also time-
consuming to develop because cross-platform de-bugging is necessary  
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Chapter 5 
 
 

Concept Modelling  
Based on the ET Framework 
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Figure 5.1 illustrates the processes of modelling and transformation based on the ET 
framework. In this chapter we will explain how the modelling process works.  
 
 
5.1 The Abstract Idea (Ping-Pong Game) 
 
To explain the entire process we will use an abstract idea for a Ping-Pong game as a 
running example. This game is depicted in figure 5.2. The basic idea for the game is 
as follows: 

� There is an initialization stage with ball, players, and scores in specified states; 
� One paddle is controlled by a human via a mouse; 
� The other paddle may be controlled by another human via the keyboard or (as 

in this case) by the computer; 
� The ball moves independently of each player (except when hit); 
� The game is updated at regular intervals to show the current states (i.e., current 

positions and scores). 
 

 
Figure 5.2: The Ping-Pong Game 
 
 
5.2  The Conceptualization Process 
 

 
Figure 5.3: Atom Interaction for the Ping-Pong Game concept 
 
The superior conceptualization and expressivity of the ET framework enables us to 
swiftly create a graphical representation of the interaction of the atoms in the system 
we want to build as in figure 5.3 above. The explanation is as follows: 
 

1. We want a game, so we draw our game atom 
 

show Game init HP PAI Ball 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
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Next we consider how we want our game to work: 
 

2. Our game should have an initialization stage, giving an init atom; 
3. Our game should have a human controlled paddle - HP atom; 
4. It should also have a computer controlled paddle - PAI atom; 
5. There is also a ball - Ball atom; 
6. Finally, the game should be shown – Show atom. 

 
Analyzing the idea for the game more closely, we see that: 

1. The Human Paddle (HP) should move when the mouse moves and this should 
continue throughout the game; 

2. We can choose to move the computer controlled paddle (PAI) when the ball 
moves. This should also continue throughout the game. 

3. The ball should move at regular time intervals except when out of play. 
4. Everything should be continuously updated and shown at regular intervals. 

This is depicted in figure 5.4. 
 

 
Figure 5.4: Graphical Model of the Ping-Pong Game Concept 
 
 
5.3 The Rule Accumulation Process 
 
In this section we will develop the actual rules for the program. This process will 
serve to demonstrate the high decomposability inherent in the ET framework. 
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Throughout the process, its superior algorithm construction capability will also be 
demonstrated. As a result the possibility of logic errors is significantly minimized. 
 
We can now start actually writing the rules. In the ET framework a rule is the smallest 
executable unit and is independent of all other rules. We choose to use ET N-Rules 
for this stage because of the inherently parallel (nondeterministic) nature of the 
system that we want to implement. 
 
From the graphical model depicting atom interaction in figure 5.3 we can directly 
obtain the global rule (game plan) as: 
 
 (Game) ==> {(init)}, (HP), (PAI), (Ball), (show). 
 
We want initialization to take place at the start and only once per game and so we set 
it as an executable. 
 
From figure 5.4 we can directly obtain the other rules. In the init rule we need to setup 
the players, table, ball, scores, and perform some starting action. This init rule is an 
executable and so we will represent it in ET D-Rules as: 
 
 (init)  -->  (table_init), (ball_init), (HP_init), (PAI_init),  (scores_init), 

(starting Act). 
 
The HP atom is event driven, that is, whenever the mouse moves the human paddle 
should move in sync with it and this should continue for as long as the game is being 
played. As a result we can write the rule for HP as the recursive rule below: 

 
(HP),{(onMouseMove)}  = =>  {(moveHP)} , (HP). 

 
The PAI atom is also event driven and so for the paddle that is being controlled by the 
computer we can write another recursive rule, which checks for ball movement and 
then moves the paddle accordingly, as: 

 
(PAI), {(onBallMove)} ==>  { (movePAI)}, (PAI). 

 
The ball is also event driven (i.e. it depends on a time event), so for the ball, the rule 
is also recursive, and so we write the following rule which checks the timer and 
moves the ball if a specified time interval has elapsed: 

 
(Ball), {(checkTimer)}  ==>  {(moveBall)}, (Ball). 

 
In the same vein, the display is also event driven and should be updated at regular 
intervals, so we can write another recursive rule that shows this as: 
 

(Show), {(updateDisplay)}  ==>  {(display)}, (Show) . 
 
In this way the powerful conceptualization, expressivity, and decomposition 
capabilities combine to quickly arrive at a global and top level framework for our 
Ping-Pong game idea. From this point, the sub-computation rules can then be easily 
conceptualised and written. 
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Here the sub-computations we need to write rules for are: 
� (table_init), (ball_init), (HP_init), (PAI_init),  (scores_init), (starting Act) 
� (onMouseMove),  (moveHP) 
� (onBallMove),  (movePAI) 
� (checkTimer),  (moveBall) 
� (updateDisplay), (display) 

 
 
5.3.1 Rules for the Sub-Computations 
 
Taking the (onMouseMove) and (moveHP) atoms as examples we now write the rules 
for the subcomputations.  
 
The rule for (onMouseMove) needs to take a value from the mouse so that we can 
know the position of the mouse and be able to move with it; therefore we modify the 
atom to include the y-coordinate of the mouse (since our paddle will only move in the 
vertical plane). Thus we arrive at the rule of figure 5.5. 
 

 
Figure 5.5: The onMouseMove Rule set 
 
The rule for the human paddle takes the value for the y-coordinate from the 
(onMouseMove *my) atom and uses it to modify the value of the y-coordinate of the 
human paddle. The rule is written as: 

 
Figure 5.6: The HP Rule Set 
 
This rule set has also been modified to include arguments. The variable *HP is an 
information-attached variable which stores information related to the human paddle 
such as x-coordinate, y-coordinate, width and height. We use the getInfo B-Rule to 
copy the information stored in the variable. Next, check the value of the y-coordinate 
to determine if some pre-determined boundaries have been reached (these values 
represent the boundaries of the dimensions of the table we decided upon), and modify 

(moveHP *my *HP) -->  
(getInfo *HP (*HPx *HPy *HPw *HPh)),  
(checkLimits *my *NewHPy),  
(putInfo *HP  (*HPx *NewHPy *HPw *HPh)).  

 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley), {(< *paddley 25)} --> (= *Npaddley 25). 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley), {(> *paddley 280)} --> (= *Npaddley 280). 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley) --> (= *Npaddley *paddley). 

(onMouseMove *my) --> (eg:GetMessage *m), (mouseHandle *m *my). 
 
(mouseHandle (WM_MOUSEMOVE *mousex *mousey) *my) -->  

(= *my *mousey). 
(mouseHandle (WM_MOUSEMOVE *mousex *mousey ?) *my) -->  

(= *my *mousey). 
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if necessary. The new y-coordinate, along with the information for the other settings, 
is then copied back into the information-attached variable, *HP. 
 
In this way all the rules were written for the entire program. The rules were then put 
together to form the complete program (see appendix A for the full ET Ping-Pong 
program code). 
 
At this point, various optimization techniques, such as partial evaluation, can be 
applied to the program in order to optimize it. 
This completed ET program is the conceptual model for our abstract idea for a Ping-
Pong game.  
 
 
Concept – (n) An abstract or general idea inferred or derived from specific instances. 
Model – (n) A simplified description of a complex entity or process. 
Modelling – (n) The act of representing something. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 

The Transformation Process 
 
 
 
In this chapter the Transformation process from the ET framework to DHTML will be 
explained. This process is depicted in the lower section of figure 6.1. 

 
Figure 6.1: Concept Modelling and Transformation 
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In the transformation process, the general ET program obtained from the modelling 
process at the upper section is modified to mimic the format of the desired low level 
language (such as DHTML, AJAX, C++, Java, etc) then transformed into that 
language. 
 
 
6.1 DHTML-Specific Built-ins 
 
Figure 6.2 serves to illustrate the effect of the DHTML-specific built-ins on the 
transform process. An ET program is designed to run on the ETC system while a 
DHTML program runs in a Web Browser. DHTML-specific built-ins enhance the ET 
Program so that it mimics more the syntax of DHTML. This enables the smooth 
transformation of the ET program to its DHTML equivalent. In the case of the target 
language being different, the Built-ins placed in the program would also be different.  
 

 
Figure 6.2: Effect of DHTML-Specific Built-ins on Transform Path 
 
 
6.1.1 Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) and ET Style Sheets (ET-SS) 
 
In figure 4.6 (chapter 4) we saw a graphical illustration of a CSS rule structure. This 
was in the format: 
 
 Selector  {property1: value1;    property2: value2;} 
 
With the use of information attached variables (ivars) an ET version of CSS (ET- SS) 
was developed. Figure 6.3 depicts the general structure of an ET Style Sheet (ET – 
SS) rule. The structure is essentially the same as that of regular CSS (figure 4.6), with 
a few minor differences.  
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Figure 6.3: ET Style Sheet (ET-SS) Generic Rule Structure. 
 
 
Both rule structures consist of a selector and declaration block. In the ET-SS 
declaration block, as in original CSS, there can be one or more declarations. In the 
case of ET-SS however, instead of colons, the elements of each property – value pair 
are separated by a space and property – value pairs are isolated in parentheses. 
 
 
6.1.2 Style Sheet Related Built-ins 
 
(putStyles / 1) 
 
The (putStyles / 1) rule is used to setup the style sheet in ET. The argument is a list of 
one or more selectors and their declarations. Thus, the structure is of the form 
depicted in figure 6.4: 

 
Figure 6.4: Structure of the putStyles Rule. 
 
 
(getStyle / 4) 
 
The (getStyle / 4) rule is used to get the value of a specified property of a selector. 
The format is: 

(putStyles ( 
(Selector1  

((property1  value1)  (property2  value2) ) 
) 

    
(Selector2  

((property1  value1)  (property2  value2) ) 
) 

)) 
 

(top    166) (left    216) (*ball 

Declaration Declaration 
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Property 
Property 
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Selector 
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(getStyle  document  selector  property  *value)  

 
The  argument  name  ‘document’  indicates  the  path  and  will  remain  the  same  for  all  
selectors. That is, it is always there and the name does not change.  
 

� Selector – specifies the desired selector. 
� Property – specifies the relevant property of the desired selector being 

referred to. 
� *value – indicates the variable into which the answer is returned. 

 
The DHTML equivalent is: 
 
 var value = document.getElementById ("selector").style. property 
 
(chgStyle / 4) 
 
The (chgStyle / 4) rule is used to change the value of a specified property of a selector. 
The format is:  
 

(chgStyle  document  selector  property  *newValue)  
 
The first three arguments are the same as before. The value of *newValue will replace 
the old value of the specified property. 
 
The DHTML equivalent is: 
 
 document.getElementById ("selector").style. property = newValue 
 
 
Inherited Styles 
 
Inherited styles or ChildStyles are setup in the same style sheet setup process. In this 
case; child IDs are inserted as the selector for subordinate rules. The setup process is 
depicted in figure 6.5: 

 
Figure 6.5: Setting up the putStyles Rule to include Inherited Styles. 
 
 

(putStyles ( 
(Selector1  

((property1  value1)  (property2  value2) ) 
) 

    
(Selector2 (  

(Child ID1 ((property1  value1)  (property2  value2) )) 
(Child ID2 ((property1  value1)  (property2  value2) )) 
) 

) 
)) 
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(getChildStyle / 5) 
 
 The (getChildStyle / 5) retrieves the value of a specified child property. The format is 
as follows: 
 

(getChildStyle  document  selector  childID  property  *value)  
 
The DHTML equivalent is: 
 
 var value = document.getElementById ("childID").style. property 
 
 
(chgChildStyle / 5) 
  
The (chgChildStyle / 5) replaces the value of a specified child property with a new 
value. The format is as follows: 
 

(chgChildStyle  document  selector  childID  property  *newValue)  
 
The DHTML equivalent is: 
 
 document.getElementById ("childID ").style. property = newValue 
 
 
 
6.1.3  HTML Related Built-ins 
 
In figure 4.3 (chapter 4) we saw a graphical illustration of an HTML element. This 
had the general format: 
 
 <TAG attribute1=“value1”  attribute2=“value2”  >  content   </TAG> 
 
With the use of information attached variables (ivars) an ET version of an HTML 
element structure (ET- HTML) was also developed. The structure of an ET-HTML 
element is shown in figure 6.6 below. 
 

 
Figure 6.6: Anatomy of an ET - HTML element 
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(setHtmlTag / 3) 
 
The rule (setHtmlTag / 3) is used to setup the properties for an individual element that 
will be written to the body section of the DHTML document. This has the format 
shown in figure 6.6. The rule structure is shown in figure 6.7 below: 
 

 
Figure 6.7: Structure of the setHtmlTag Rule. 
 
 
(drawElement / 1) 
 
The (drawElement / 1) rule draws the actual element specified. The format is as 
shown below; where *element specifies the element to be drawn. The specifications 
for the element to be drawn are taken from the style sheet settings for that element. 
 
 (drawElement *element) 
 
The DHTML equivalent is: 
 
 document.getElementById("element").style.display = "inline" 
 
 
6.1.4 Special  DHTML-Specific Atoms 
 
(embedStyles) 
 
The (embedStyles) atom is used to signify that all the elements should be written to 
the style sheet section of the DHTML document. This atom should also be called in 
the initialization routine. 
 
 
(setBodyTags) 
 
The atom (setBodyTags) is the atom that is actually used to signify that all the 
elements should be written to the body of the DHTML document. In ET this built-in 
will setup the document and display the elements specified only once during 
execution (at the start). This atom should be called in the initialization routine. 
 
 
 
 

(setHtmlTag  TagName  
( 
(attribute1  (property1 value1) (property2  value2) )  
(attribute2  (property1 value1) (property2  value2) ) 
)   
(content1 content2) 

) 
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(onMouseMove) 
 
This built-in performs a specified action when the mouse moves. 
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6.2 Generation of the DHTML Program 
 

 
 
Figure 6.8: The DHTML Program Generation Process 
 
Figure 6.8 illustrates the program generation process. In this process an ET program 
formatted with DHTML-specific built-ins is read in and parsed by the DHTML 
program generator. An equivalent DHTML program is then generated and written to 
file. It must be noted here that this process can also be used for other target languages. 
In those cases the input file should be formatted in the format of the target language 
and the program generator for that specific language used. 
 
 
6.2.1 The DHTML Program Generator 
 
The DHTML Program Generator is an ET program that, given an ET file formatted in 
DHTML format, outputs its DHTML equivalent. The generator can be divided into 
three distinct sections. These sections are: 

1. N-Rule Processing section; 
2. D-Rule Processing section; 
3. Special DHTML-Specific Atom Processing section. 

 
 
6.2.2 Timers 
 
Initial timer setting should be done at the initialization stage. That is, set in the body 
of the (init) rule. The transform program will check the body of the timer rule for the 
integer ID of the timer. Using this ID, it searches the program for the time interval 
associated with said timer .The DHTML program generator will then associate the 
rule name with the relevant function.  
 
 
6.2.3 ET Rules and JavaScript Functions 
 
Equivalent JavaScript procedures can easily be generated from ET rule sets. If we 
generate one function for each ET rule set, then for a rule set of the form: 
 

(ruleName  arg1  arg2  …  argn)  ,  {(  condition1),  (condition2)}  -->   
(bodyX ), (bodyY). 

(ruleName  arg1  arg2  …  argn)  -->  (bodyZ ). 
 
The equivalent JavaScript function generated is of the general form: 
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function ruleName(arg1,  arg2,  …,  argn)   
{ 

if ( condition1 && condition2 )  
{bodyX; bodyY;}  
else  
{ bodyZ; }  

} 
 

The actual number of arguments, from the rule set, that will be generated in the 
function will depend on whether or not values will be passed to and returned from the 
function. 
 
 
6.2.4 Transformation of ET N-Rules 
 
The inherent non-deterministic nature of ET N-Rules enables it to be used to represent 
various event driven applications; including database systems, DHTML, AJAX, etc. 
An ET N-Rule that possesses a condition sequence is actually event driven. And so, 
when the event specified in the condition occurs, the rule is executed. As a result, an 
ET N-Rule that has a condition sequence can be directly transformed to a JavaScript 
Event Handler rule. An N-Rule without a condition sequence however, is transformed 
directly from ET to JavaScript functions. This is depicted in figure 6.9. 
 

 
Figure 6.9: Transformation of ET N-Rules to JavaScript 
 
The transform rule focuses only on single head, single body ET N-Rules without 
arguments. The algorithm is outlined below: 
 

1. Identify the head, condition sequence, execution sequence and, body atoms. 
2. For rules without condition sequence, the head of the rule is directly 

transformed to JavaScript (as the function name) and each body atom is set as 
a function call. 

3. For rules having condition sequence, check the condition rule and if: 
a. It refers to a timer; 

i. Identify the timer and the time interval 
ii. Associate any executable in the body of the rule with the timer 

b. It refers to a specified built-in, 
i. Execute the specified action required. (In the case of 

onMouseMove, it is associated with the first executable). 
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<head>, {<Cond>} ==> {<Exec>}, <body>. 
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(without Condition Sequence) 
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4. The equivalent of a timer in JavaScript is the setInterval method therefore, for 
each timer call, set the specified name to be equal to this method with the first 
executable as the function to be called. 

5. The onMouseMove built-in is equivalent to document.onMouseMove in 
JavaScript and this also results in the first executable being the function called. 

 
Using the above rules we were able to transform the ET N-Rules in our Ping-Pong 
program to their DHTML (JavaScript) equivalent. The global rule: 
 
 (Game) ==> {(init)}, (HP), (PAI), (Ball), (show). 
 
Was transformed to: 
 
 function Game() 
 { 
  init(); 
  HP(); 
  PAI(); 
  Ball(); 
  show(); 
 } 
 
We can see that this transform is correct. The rule does not have a condition sequence 
and so it is transformed to a JavaScript function; with the rule name (Game) being the 
name of the function. The atoms in the body of the rule have all been set to function 
calls, as required. 
 
The other N-Rules in the program are: 

(HP),{(onMouseMove)}  = =>  {(moveHP)} , (HP). 
(PAI), {(onBallMove)} ==>  { (movePAI)}, (PAI). 
(Ball), {(checkTimer)}  ==>  {(moveBall)}, (Ball). 
(Show), {(updateDisplay)}  ==>  {(display)}, (Show) . 

 
These were transformed to the following DHTML functions: 

function HP() { document.onMouseMove = moveHP;} 
function move() { checkTimer = setInterval('moveBall()', 10); } 
function moveAI() { onBallMove = setInterval('movePAI()', 15); }  
function show() { updateDisplay = setInterval('display()', 1); } 

 
In this way all the N-Rules in our program was transformed. 
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6.2.5 Transformation of ET D-Rules 
 

 
Figure 6.10: ET D-Rules General Transform Process 
 
The transform process for ET D-Rules is different from that of ET N-Rules. ET D-
Rules are first transformed to the fundamental data structure of ET (S-Expression), 
before being transformed to the target language (figure 6.10). 
 

 
Figure 6.11: ET D-Rule to DHTML Transform Process 
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---------------------------------------------------- 
 

function ballAng()  
{  
var r = Math.random(); 
var hun = 100 * r; 
var roun = 
Math.round( hun); 
ballAngle = roun + 130; 
return ballAngle; 
} 
. 
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Figure 6.11 illustrates the ET D-Rules to DHTML transform process. The rule shown 
being transformed in the figure is the (ballAng /1) rule. It is used to generate the 
angles of movement for the ball in our Ping-Pong game. The transform process from 
ET D-Rules to ET S-Expression is still under development in our laboratory; however, 
it is at the stage where it can be used to do the relevant transformation needed in this 
research. 
 

 
Figure 6.12: The moveHP Rule Set (with DHTML-Specific Built-ins) 
 
For the moveHP rule set of figure 6.12, it is first transformed to the S-Expression of 
figure 6.13. 
 

(moveHP) -->  
(getv mousey *my), (checkLimits *my *PHY),  
(chgStyle document PH top *PHY).  

 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley), {(< *paddley 25)} --> (= *Npaddley 25). 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley), {(> *paddley 280)} --> (= *Npaddley 280). 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley) --> (= *Npaddley *paddley). 
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Figure 6.13: S-Expression for the moveHP Rule Set of figure 6.12 
 
The moveHP rule actually calls the checkLimits rule set and this can be observed in 
both figures 6.12 and figure 6.13. As a result, the process returns two separate 
functions, moveHP() and, checkLimits (). These are displayed in figure 6.14 below. 
 

[D]>(test-expand-tailcall "revisedPP2.eti") 
-------------------------D execution --------------------- 
(VAR (*A *B)) 
(LABEL main 1) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddleTrans 2) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddle 3) 
(getv mousey *B) 
(LABEL checkLimits 4) 
(IF (NOT (*B < 25)) (GOTO (LABEL checkLimits 4 4 fail))) 
(*A = 25) 
(GOTO (LABEL checkLimits 4 succeeded)) 
(LABEL checkLimits 4 4 fail) 
(IF (NOT (*B > 280)) (GOTO (LABEL checkLimits 4 5 fail))) 
(*A = 280) 
(GOTO (LABEL checkLimits 4 succeeded)) 
(LABEL checkLimits 4 5 fail) 
(*A = *B) 
(GOTO (LABEL checkLimits 4 succeeded)) 
(LABEL checkLimits 4 6 fail) 
(LABEL checkLimits 4 fail) 
(return EXIT_FAILURE) 
(LABEL checkLimits 4 succeeded) 
(chgStyle document PH top *A) 
(GOTO (LABEL moveHumanPaddle 3 succeeded)) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddle 3 3 fail) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddle 3 fail) 
(return EXIT_FAILURE) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddle 3 succeeded) 
(GOTO (LABEL moveHumanPaddleTrans 2 succeeded)) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddleTrans 2 2 fail) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddleTrans 2 fail) 
(return EXIT_FAILURE) 
(LABEL moveHumanPaddleTrans 2 succeeded) 
(GOTO (LABEL main 1 succeeded)) 
(LABEL main 1 1 fail) 
(LABEL main 1 fail) 
(return EXIT_FAILURE) 
(LABEL main 1 succeeded) 
---------------------------------------------------------- 
succeeded. 
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Figure 6.14: The  moveHP and checkLimits Rule Sets transformed to DHTML Functions 
 
 
 

function moveHP(e)  
{ 
 if(!e) { e = event; } 
     
 var my = parseInt(e.clientY);   
 var PHY = checkLimits(my); 
    
 document.getElementById("PH").style.top = PHY +"px"; 
}  
 
 
function checkLimits(paddley)  
{      
 if( paddley > 280)  { Npaddley = 280; }  
    

else if( paddley < 25)  { Npaddley = 25; } 
    
 else (Npaddley = paddley) 
 
 return Npaddley; 
} 
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6.2.6 Transformation of Special DHTML-Specific Atoms 
 
The special atoms of concern here are :1. (embedStyles) and; 2. (setBodyTags). A 
section of the (embedStyles) rule for our Ping-pong game concept is displayed in 
figure 6.15. 
 

 
Figure 6.15: A section of the (embedStyles) rule 
 
The section of the (embedStyles) rule displayed in figure 6.15 is then transformed to 
the CSS style sheet displayed in figure 6.16 below. 
 

(embedStyles) --> (putStyles ( 
 (table 
 ((position absolute) (left 20) (top 20) (height 300) (width 400)  
 (border (5 solid rgb (178 178 178)))  

(background-color (rgb (255 255 255))) (display none)  (z-index 1)  
(padding 0) (margin 0) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))))  

 )  
    
 (ball 
 ((position absolute) (left 216) (top 166) (height 6) (width 7)  
 (background-color (rgb (178 178 178)))   
 (display none)  (z-index 2) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255)))) 
 )      
    
 (PAI 
 ((position absolute) (left 45) (top 145) (height 34) (width 10)  
 (background-color (rgb (178 178 178))) (display none) (z-index 2) 
 (padding 0) (margin 0) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255)))) 
 ) 
    
 (PH 
 ((position absolute) (left 390) (top 145) (height 34) (width 10)  
 (background-color (rgb (178 178 178))) (display none)  (z-index 2) 
 (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))))  
 )  
    . 
    . 
    . 
 ). 
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Figure 6.16: A section of the CSS style sheet generated from the (embedStyles) rule 
 
The (setBodyTags) rule displayed in figure 6.17 below is also transformed to the body 
of the DHTML document displayed in figure 6.18. 
 

 
Figure 6.18: The (setBodyTags) rule for our Ping-Pong Game concept  

(setBodyTags) -->  
 (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId table))) ()), 
 (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId ball)) (style ((top 166) (left 216)))) ()), 
 (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId PAI)) (style ((top 145)))) ()), 
 (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId PH)) (style ((top 145)))) ()), 

(setHtmlTag div ((id (divId messages))) ("Click to start game")), 
    
 (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId labels)))  
  ((span ((id (spanId AILabel)) (style ((float left)))) ("Computer")) 
  (span ((id (spanId HLabel)) (style ((float right)))) ("Human")) 
  )), 
 (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId scores)))  
  ((span ((id (spanId computer)) (style ((float left)))) ("0")) 
  (span ((id (spanId human)) (style ((float right)))) ("0")) 
  )),  
 (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId henji)))  
  ((span ((id (spanId yes)) (style ((float left))))  
   (a ((href ((href (restartGame))))) (""))) 
  (span ((id (spanId no)) (style ((float right))))  
   (a ((href ((href (endGame))))) (""))) 
  )). 

<style type="text/css"> 
#table { 
 position: absolute; left: 20px; top: 20px; height: 300px; width: 400px; 
 border: 5px solid rgb (178 178 178); background-color: rgb (255 255 255); 
 display: none; z-index: 1; padding: 0; margin: 0; 
}  
 
#ball { 
 position: absolute; left: 216px; top: 166px; height: 6px; width: 7px; 
 background-color: rgb (178 178 178); display: none; z-index: 2; 
}  
 
#PAI { 
 position: absolute; left: 45px; top: 145px; height: 34px; width: 10px; 
 background-color: rgb (178 178 178); display: none; z-index: 2; 
 padding: 0; margin: 0; 
}  
 
#PH { 
 position: absolute; left: 390px; top: 145px; height: 34px; width: 10px; 
 background-color: rgb (178 178 178); display: none; z-index: 2; 
}    . 
    . 
    . 
</style> 
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Figure 6.19: The generated DHTML body section of the Ping-Pong Game 
 
 

<body> 
 <div id="table"></div> 
 <div id="ball" style="top:166; left:216"></div> 
 <div id="PAI" style="top:145"></div> 
 <div id="PH" style="top:145"></div> 
 <div id="messages">"Click to start game"</div> 
 <div id="labels"> 
  <span style="float: left;" id="AILabel">"Computer"</span> 
  <span style="float: right;" id="HLabel">"Human"</span> 
 </div> 
 <div id="scores"> 
  <span style="float: left;" id="computer">"0"</span> 
  <span style="float: right;" id="human">"0"</span> 
 </div> 
 <div id="henji"> 
  <span style="float: left;" id="yes"> 
   <a href="javascript:restartGame();">""</a> 
  </span> 
  <span style="float: right;" id="no"> 
   <a href="javascript:endGame();">""</a> 
  </span> 
 </div> 
</body> 
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Chapter 7 
 
 

Results 
 
 
 
From the abstract idea for a dynamic interactive system (the Ping-Pong game concept), 
we were able to: 
 

1. Construct a conceptual model for a class of Dynamic Interactive Systems. This 
model has various applications such as: 

� A model for natural Dynamic Interactive Systems, namely; 
i. Schools of fish swimming and interacting with each other 

ii. Swarms of insects interacting, etc. 
� A model for databases systems. In these systems multiple independent 

users access a database and perform various actions. 
 

2. Prove that the system works by actually implementing the Ping-Pong game in 
DHTML from the Conceptual Model, The structure and meaning of the model 
created in Phase 1 was preserved in the DHTML code. The code is outlined in 
figure 7.1 and the full source is available in appendix A. 
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Figure 7.1: Outline of the code generated for the DHTML Ping-Pong Game 

<html> 
<head> 

<title>Code Transform from ETI to DHTML</title> 
  

<style type="text/css"> 
  #table { 
   position: absolute; top: 20px; left: 20px; width: 400px; height: 
300px; 
   border: 5px solid rgb(178, 178, 178); 

background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255); z-index: 1;  display: none; 
  } 
   
  #ball { 
   position: absolute; top: 166px; left: 216px; width: 7px; height: 6px; 
   clip: rect(0px 7px 7px 0px); background-color: rgb(178, 178, 
178); 
   z-index: 2; display: none;  
  } 
  ↓ 
  . 

</style> 
 

<script language="javascript"> 
  <!-- 
  var ballAngle;     var ping = 5;  var pong = 0;  
   
  function Game() 
  { 
   init();  mouse(); move(); moveAI(); show(); 
  } 
  ↓ 
  . 
  </script> 
  
 </head> 
  
 <body> 
  <div id="table"> </div> 
  <div id="ball" style="top: 166px; left: 216px"> </div> 
  <div id="PAI" style="top: 145px"> </div> 
  <div id="PH" style="top: 145px"> </div> 
  <div id="messages">Click to start game</div> 
 
  <div id="henji"> 
 <span style="float: left;" id="yes"><a href="javascript:restartGame();">YES</a></span> 
 <span style="float: right;" id="no"><a href="javascript:endGame();">NO</a></span> 
  </div>   
   
  <div id="labels"> 
   <span style="float: left;" id="AILabel">Computer</span> 
   <span style="float: right;" id="HLabel">Human</span> 
  </div> 
  ↓ 
  . 
 </body> 
</html> 
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Chapter 8 
 
 

Conclusions 
 
 
 
In this thesis, using the Equivalent Transformation Framework (which is based on the 
clause model) we saw how to model Dynamic Interactive Systems. We also 
developed a structured systematic method of getting from concepts (abstract ideas) to 
system implementation. 
 
While it is difficult to show quantitatively that our method reduces the programming 
errors identified, we can be sure that logically it does. We can be sure of this from the 
fact that we were able to decompose the idea into extremely small independent units 
(ET Rules) and verify that each of these units work correctly. 
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Chapter 9 
 
 

Appendix – The Ping-Pong Game 
 
 
 
9.1 Ping-Pong Game ET Program Code (DHTML-Specific Format) 
 
 
/* 
++++ N - Rule PingPong Program +++++ 
Latest modified ETI file to be transformed into DHTML 
 
 
?- (include "et-dhtml.eti"). 
 
 
(Game) ==> {(init)}, (mouse), (move),(moveAI), (show).  
   
/**/ 
//=========== Top level Rules Section  =========================================
   
//init atom --> set initial state of game 
(init) -->  
   (ETSpecificSetup),    //Setup environment specific to ET only 
   (embedStyles),  //embed style sheet in head of HTML page  
   (setBodyTags),  //set uo body section of HTML page 
   (ballAng *ballAngle), (gsetv BA *ballAngle),//Initialize the ball angle 
   (= *pong 0), (= *ping 5),  
   (gsetv pong *pong), (gsetv ping *ping),  //Initialize ball speed 
   (mouseClick),  
   (eg:SetTimer 0 10), (eg:SetTimer 1 15), (eg:SetTimer 2 1),  
   (chgChildStyle document messages messages innerHTML "").  
 
//mouse Atom -->  used by  Game atom.    
(mouse), {(onMouseMove)} ==> {(moveHumanPaddle)}, (mouse). 
 
//move Atom --> used by  Game atom. 
(move), {(checkTimer)} ==> {(moveBall)}, (move). 
 
(moveAI), {(onBallMove)} ==> {(movePAI)}, (moveAI). 
 
//show Atom --> used by Game atom.    
(show), {(updateDisplay)} ==> {(display)}, (show).  
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//=================  End of Top level Rules Section  ============================ 
 
 
//================Timer Messaging Section==================================== 
//Check for a timer message --> used by MOVE atom 
(checkTimer) --> (eg:GetMessage *m), (checkTimer2 *m). 
(checkTimer2 (WM_TIMER 0)) -->. 
 
//Check for a timer message --> used by MOVE atom 
(onBallMove) --> (eg:GetMessage *bm), (onBallMove2 *bm). 
(onBallMove2 (WM_TIMER 1)) -->. 
 
//updateDisplay atom -->  Sets the screen update interval --> used by show atom 
(updateDisplay) --> (eg:GetMessage *u), (updateDisplay2 *u). 
(updateDisplay2 (WM_TIMER 2)) -->. 
//============End of Timer MessagingSection=================================== 
 
 
 
//==========Human Paddle Movement Section==================================== 
//Check for a mouse message --> used by MOUSE atom 
//If GetMessage is used here the movement of the ball slows 
(onMouseMove) --> (eg:PeekMessage *m), (mouseHandle *m *my), (setv mousey *my). 
(mouseHandle (WM_MOUSEMOVE *mousex *mousey) *my) --> (= *my *mousey). 
(mouseHandle (WM_MOUSEMOVE *mousex *mousey ?) *my) --> (= *my *mousey). 
 
//moveHumanPaddle atom  --> Move Human paddle in sync with the vertical movement of the mouse
 --> used by the mouse atom. 
(moveHumanPaddle) --> (getv mousey *my), (checkLimits *my *PHY), (chgStyle document PH top 
*PHY). 
    
//checkLimits atom --> Maintain paddles within confines of the board --> used by mouse and 
movePAI atoms. 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley), {(< *paddley 25)} --> (= *Npaddley 25). 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley), {(> *paddley 280)} --> (= *Npaddley 280). 
(checkLimits *paddley *Npaddley) --> (= *Npaddley *paddley). 
//=======End of Human Paddle Movement Section==================================== 
 
 
 
//============AI Paddle Movement Section==================================== 
//movePAI atom --> Move AI paddle in sync with the vertical movement of the ball --> used by 
the move atom. 
(movePAI) -->  
   (getStyle document ball top *bally), (getStyle document PAI top *PAIy),
     
   (:= *Nbally (- *bally 10)), (:= *speed (- *Nbally *PAIy)), 
   (div *speed 3 *speed2), (:= *OPAIy (+ *PAIy *speed2)), 
   (checkLimits *OPAIy *NPAIy), (chgStyle document PAI top *NPAIy). 
//===========End of AI Paddle Movement Section================================== 
 
 
 
//============Ball Movement Section ========================================== 
//Check if ball hits the AI paddle on the left 
(moveBall),  
{(getStyle document ball left *ballx), (getStyle document ball top *bally),  
(getStyle document PAI top *PAIy), (:= *PAIy1 (- *PAIy 5)), (:= *PAIy2 (+ *PAIy 40)),  
(>= *bally *PAIy1), (<= *bally *PAIy2), (<= *ballx 55), (>= *ballx 45)} -->  
   (pongPing *ping), (ggetv BA *ballAngle),  
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(:= *ballAngleSR (- 180 *ballAngle)),  
   (gsetv BA *ballAngleSR), (chgStyle document ball left 55), 
   (moveXYAngle).   
     
     
//Check if ball hits the Human paddle on the Right 
(moveBall), 
{(getStyle document ball left *ballx), (getStyle document ball top *bally),  
(getStyle document PH top *PHy), (:= *PHy1 (- *PHy 5)), (:= *PHy2 (+ *PHy 40)), 
(>= *ballx 390), (<= *ballx 400),  (>= *bally *PHy1), (<= *bally *PHy2)} -->  
   (pongPing *ping), (ggetv BA *ballAngle), 

 (:= *ballAngleSR (- 180 *ballAngle)), 
   (gsetv BA *ballAngleSR), (chgStyle document ball left 390),  
   (moveXYAngle).     
        
        
//Check if ball hits the sides of the table 
(moveBall), {(getStyle document ball top *bally), (< *bally 25)} -->  
   (ggetv BA *ballAngle), (:= *ballAngleSR (- 360 *ballAngle)), 
   (gsetv BA *ballAngleSR), (chgStyle document ball top 25),  
   (moveXYAngle). 
    
(moveBall), {(getStyle document ball top *bally), (> *bally 308)} --> 
   (ggetv BA *ballAngle), (:= *ballAngleSR (- 360 *ballAngle)), 
   (gsetv BA *ballAngleSR), (chgStyle document ball top 308),  
   (moveXYAngle). 
  
     
//Check if the ball hits the end of the table (Gone out of play) 
(moveBall), {(getStyle document ball left *ballx), (<= *ballx 25)} --> 
   (ballAng *ballAngle), (updateScores). 
 
(moveBall), {(getStyle document ball left *ballx), (>= *ballx 415)} --> 
   (ballAng *ballAngle), (updateScores). 
 
    
//Move ball normally 
(moveBall) -->  (moveXYAngle).     
//===========  End of Ball Movement Section ================================= 
 
 
 
//============ Ball Movement Generation Section  ================================= 
//Generate movement using sin and cos --> used by moveBall atom {5 instances}   
(moveXYAngle) -->  
   (ggetv BA *ballAngle), (ggetv ping *ping), 
   (getStyle document ball left *ballx), (getStyle document ball top *bally),  
   (div 3.1428 180 *Rad), (:= *Ang (x *ballAngle *Rad)),  
   (cos *Ang *cosAng), (sin *Ang *sinAng),  
   (:= *N1ballx (+ *ballx (x *ping *cosAng))), (ftoi *N1ballx *Nballx), 
   (:= *N1bally (- *bally (x *ping *sinAng))), (ftoi *N1bally *Nbally), 

  (chgStyle document ball left *Nballx), (chgStyle document ball top  
*Nbally). 

 
  
 
//ballAng atom --> Generate random angles --> used by endPoint, embedStyles and, 
moveBall {2} atoms (4 instances) 
(ballAng *ballAngle) --> 
   (rand *r), (:= *hun (x 100 *r)),  
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   (ftoi *hun *roun),  
   (:= *ballAngle (+ *roun 130)).    
 
    
//pongPing atom ---> Increases the speed of the ball while in volley  ----> used by moveBall atom 
(pongPing *ping), {(ggetv pong *pongSR), (== *pongSR 3)} --> 
   (ggetv ping *pingSR), (:= *ping (+ *pingSR 1)), (gsetv ping *ping), 
   (= *pong 0), (gsetv pong *pong). 
(pongPing *ping) -->  
   (ggetv pong *pongSR), (:= *pong (+ *pongSR 1)),  
   (gsetv pong *pong), (ggetv ping *ping).    
//==========  End of Ball Movement Generation Section  ========================== 
  
    
 
 
//============  Scores Processing Section  ================================ 
   
//updateScores atom --> Increments the relevant score by 1 point --> used by moveBall atoms {2 
instances} 
(updateScores), {(getStyle document ball left *ballx), (<= *ballx 25)} -->  
   (chgStyle document ball left 216), (chgStyle document ball top 166), 
   (getChildStyle document scores human innerHTML *SHSR),  
   (atoi *SHSR *SH), (:= *NSH (+ *SH 1)), (num2Str *NSH *NSHSR), 
   (chgChildStyle document scores human innerHTML *NSHSR),  

(checkScores). 
(updateScores) -->  
   (chgStyle document ball left 216), (chgStyle document ball top 166), 
   (getChildStyle document scores computer innerHTML *SAISR),  
   (atoi *SAISR *SAI), (:= *NSAI (+ *SAI 1)), (num2Str *NSAI *NSAISR), 
   (chgChildStyle document scores computer innerHTML *NSAISR),  

(checkScores). 
    
 
//checkScores atom --> Determines whether the game should end--> used by updateScores atom 
(checkScores), {(getChildStyle document scores human innerHTML *SHSR), (atoi *SHSR *SH), 
(getChildStyle document scores computer innerHTML *SAISR), (atoi *SAISR *SAI),  
(or *SAI *SH 5)} -->  
   (eg:KillTimer 0), (display), (endPoint *SAI). 
(checkScores) -->  
   (= *pong 0), (= *ping 6), (gsetv pong *pong), (gsetv ping *ping). 
//============  End of Scores Processing Section  ==============================  
 
 
 
//==============  Endpoint Processing Section  ===============================  
// endPoint atom -->  Determines the winner --> used by checkScores atom 
(endPoint *SAI), {(== *SAI 5)} -->   
   (chgChildStyle document messages messages innerHTML  
   "AI wins the game with 5 points!! Click and move mouse to continue"), 
   (display), 
   (drawElement messages), 
   (mouseClick), (playAgain). 
(endPoint *SAI) -->  
   (chgChildStyle document messages messages innerHTML  
   "You win the game with 5 points!! Click and move mouse to continue"), 
   (display), 
   (drawElement messages), 
   (mouseClick), (playAgain).    
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//playAgain atom --> checks if user wants to play again --> used by endPoint atom {2 instances} 
(playAgain) -->  
   (chgChildStyle document messages messages innerHTML "Would you like  

to play again?"), 
   (display),  
   (drawElement messages), 
   (drawElement henji), 
   (clickResult). 
    
    
 
//endGame atom --> ends the game --> used by clickResult atom 
(endGame) -->  
   (eg:DestroyWindow), (ggetv Module *Z), (freeModule *Z), (false). 
 
 
//restartGame atom --> restarts the game --> used by clickResult atom 
(restartGame) -->  
   (resetStyles), (display), (mouseClick), 
   (chgChildStyle document messages messages innerHTML ""), 
   (eg:SetTimer 0 10). 
 
    
(resetStyles) --> 
   (chgStyle document ball left 216), (chgStyle document ball top 166), 
   (chgStyle document PAI top 145), (chgStyle document PH top 145), 
   (chgChildStyle document scores human innerHTML "0"), 
   (chgChildStyle document scores computer innerHTML "0"), 
   (chgChildStyle document messages messages innerHTML "Click and move 
mouse to start game"). 
 
 
 
//===========  End of Endpoint Processing Section  ================================= 
 
 
 
//===========Display Section============================================= 
//DISPLAY atom --> used by init, restartGame and show atoms  
(display) -->   
   (clearScreen),    //Clear screen  
    
   (drawElement table), (drawElement ball),  //Draw table & ball 
   (drawElement PAI), (drawElement PH),  //Draw Paddles 
   (drawElement labels), 
   (drawElement scores).    //Draw scores 
         
         
    
//=================End of Display Section====================================== 
 
 
 
//========Style sheets and Body Tags Section===================================== 
//embedStyles atom  --> initialize the stylesheets -->used by init and restartGame atoms
    
(embedStyles) --> (putStyles ( 
   (table 
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    ((position absolute) (left 20) (top 20) (height 300) (width 400)  
    (border (5 solid rgb (178 178 178)))  
    (background-color (rgb (255 255 255))) 
    (display none)  (z-index 1)  
    (padding 0) (margin 0) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))))  
   )  
    
   (ball 
    ((position absolute) (left 216) (top 166) (height 6) (width 7)  
    (background-color (rgb (178 178 178)))   
    (display none)  (z-index 2) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255)))) 
   )      
    
   (PAI 
    ((position absolute) (left 45) (top 145) (height 34) (width 10)  
    (background-color (rgb (178 178 178))) (display none) (z-index 2) 
    (padding 0) (margin 0) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255)))) 
   ) 
    
   (PH 
    ((position absolute) (left 390) (top 145) (height 34) (width 10)  
    (background-color (rgb (178 178 178))) (display none)  (z-index 2) 
    (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))))  
   )     //Human Paddle  
    
   (messages 
    ((position absolute) (left 55) (top 140) (width 335)  
    (text-align center) (font-family (Tahoma)) (font-size 16) 
    (font-weight 600) (color (rgb (0 0 0))) (z-index 3) 
    (font-width 6) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))) (display none)  
    (contents ((messages ((innerHTML "Click and move mouse to start  

game"))))) 
    )  
   )        //Messages  
    
   (henji 
    ((position absolute) (left 180) (top 165) (width 80)  
    (font-family (Tahoma)) (font-size 14) (font-weight 600)  
    (color (rgb (0 0 225))) (display none) (z-index 3) 
    (font-width 6) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))) 
    (contents ( 
     (yes ((float left) (href (restartGame)) (innerHTML "Yes")  

(button ("Yes" 35 30 1))))  
     (no ((float right) (href (endGame)) (innerHTML "No")  

(button ("No" 35 30 2))))) 
    ) 
    )  
   )        //Replies 
    
   (labels 
    ((position absolute) (left 20) (top 325) (width 380)  
    (font-family (Tahoma)) (font-size 14) (font-weight 600)  
    (color (rgb (0 0 0))) (display none) (z-index 3) 
    (font-width 6) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))) 
    (contents ((AILabel ((float left) (innerHTML "Computer")))  
     (HLabel ((float right) (innerHTML "Human"))))) 
    ) 
   )        //Labels 
    
   (scores 
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    ((position absolute) (left 45) (top 350) (width 345) 
    (font-family (Tahoma)) (font-size 15) (font-weight 600)  
    (color (rgb (0 0 0))) (display none) (z-index 3)  
    (font-width 6) (parcolor (rgb (255 255 255))) 
    (contents ((computer ((float left) (innerHTML "0")))  
     (human ((float right) (innerHTML "0"))))) 
    )  
   )         //Scores  
    
          
   )).       
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//Set the HTML tags located in the Body of the document   
(setBodyTags) -->  
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId table))) ()), 
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId ball)) (style ((top 166) (left 216)))) ()), 
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId PAI)) (style ((top 145)))) ()), 
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId PH)) (style ((top 145)))) ()), 
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId messages))) ("Click mouse to start game")), 
    
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId labels)))  
    ((span ((id (spanId AILabel)) (style ((float left)))) ("Computer")) 
    (span ((id (spanId HLabel)) (style ((float right)))) ("Human")) 
    )), 
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId scores)))  
    ((span ((id (spanId computer)) (style ((float left)))) ("0")) 
    (span ((id (spanId human)) (style ((float right)))) ("0")) 
    )),  
   (setHtmlTag div ((id (divId henji)))  
    ((span ((id (spanId yes)) (style ((float left))))  
     (a ((href ((href (restartGame))))) (""))) 
    (span ((id (spanId no)) (style ((float right))))  
     (a ((href ((href (endGame))))) (""))) 
    )).      
    
        
//================End of Style sheets and Body Tags Section=======================
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
/* 
========================================================================= 
    New Built-ins Section (created for this program) 
=========================================================================
*/ 
 
//clearScreen atom--> Clears the entire client window --> used by setUpBoard and playAgain atoms. 
(clearScreen) -->  
   (eg:GetClientSize *w *h), (eg:SetBrush 255 255 255), 
   (eg:Rectangle 0 0 *w *h). 
 
 
//mouseClick atom--> Check for mouse click & move to start serving the ball--> used by init & 
endPoint atoms    
(mouseClick) --> (eg:GetMessage *serve), (checkMouse *serve). 
(checkMouse (WM_MOUSEMOVE ? ? ?)) --> . 
(checkMouse ?) --> (mouseClick). 
    
 
//num2Str atom --> changes a number to a string in prep for insertion into scores style --> used by 
updateScores atom      
(num2Str *num *str) -->  
   (= *numList (*num)), (listStr *numList *str).   
    
 
    
    
//clickResult atom --> determines which button was clicked --> used by playAgain atom 
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(clickResult) --> (ggetv button (*b1 *b2)),  
   (eg:GetMessage *click), (checkClick *click *b1 *b2). 
(checkClick (WM_COMMAND 1) *b1 *b2) -->  
   (eg:Destroy *b1), (eg:Destroy *b2), (restartGame). 
(checkClick (WM_COMMAND 2) *b1 *b2) -->  
   (eg:Destroy *b1), (eg:Destroy *b2), (endGame).     
   
(checkClick ? *b1 *b2) --> (clickResult).    
//OR atom --> implements logical OR function --> used by checkScores atom 
(or *var1 *var2 *num), {(== *var1 *num)} --> . 
(or *var1 *var2 *num), {(== *var2 *num)} -->.     
 
 
 
/* 
HTML tag Built-in 
Format: 
(setHtmlTag tagName ((attrib1 (property value)) (attrib2 (property value))) (content1 content2)) 
 
*/ 
(setHtmlTag *tagName *attribs *contents) -->  
  (pullObject *attribs id (*tagId *object)), 
  (pullObject *attribs style *styleDecs), (mergeStyles *object *styleDecs), 
  (drawHtmlEl *object),  
  (processContents *contents *object). 
 
 
   
/* 
Process the contents of the HTML element 
1. The content is a list of the form ((content1) (content2)) 
2. If the head is not empty, string nor number it is assumed to be another element 
3. If string or number then, using the values from the parent style sheet it is printed. 
*/ 
(processContents () *parentObj) --> . 
(processContents (*A|*Z) *parentObj), {(not (string *A)), (not (number *A))} -->  
  (setChildEl *A *parentObj),  
  (processContents *Z *parentObj). 
(processContents (*A|*Z) *parentObj) --> 
  (getStyleProps document *parentObj  
  (left top width font-size font-width font-weight font-style font-family  
  text-align color background-color padding border margin parcolor) 
   
  ((*left *X) (*top *Y) (*width *W) (*fontsize *fsize) (*fontwit *fwit) 
  (*fontweit *fweit) (*fontstyle *fstyle) (*fontfam *ffam) (*textalign *talign) 
  (*color *textcol) (*background-color *bgcolor) (*padding *pad)  
  (*bord *border) (*marg *margin)  (*pcolor *parcolor))), 
   
  (drawText *X *Y *W *fsize *fwit *fweit *fstyle *ffam *A *talign *textcol  
  *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor), 
  (processContents *Z *parentObj), 
  (eg:Update). 
 
   
   
   
/* 
Draw the HTML element 
*/   
(drawHtmlEl *object) -->  
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  (getStyleProps document *object  
  (left top width height border padding margin background-color parcolor) //list of 
desired props 
   
  ((*left *X) (*top *Y) (*width *W) (*height *H) (*bord *border) 
  (*padding *pad) (*marg *margin) (*background-color *bgcolor) (*pcolor 
*parcolor))), //Returned values 
 
  (drawCSSBox *X *Y *W *H *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor). 
   
   
   
 
//Draw the child HTML elements   
(setChildEl (*tagName *attribs *contents) *parentObj), {(== *tagName span)} --> 
  (pullObject *attribs id (*tagId *childObj)),  //get id of child 
  (pullObject *attribs style *styleDecs),    //check for 
child styles 
  (pullObject *styleDecs float *float),    //get float 
value 
  (chkChildEl *styleDecs *parentObj *contents *float). 
 
   
//Checks for and extracts the text contents of a nested tag   
(chkChildEl *styleDecs *parentObj (*tag *attrib *contents) *float) --> //(debugD on), 
  (drawChildEl *styleDecs *parentObj *contents *float). 
(chkChildEl *styleDecs *parentObj *contents *float) --> 
  (drawChildEl *styleDecs *parentObj *contents *float). 
 
   
//Draws the text content of the tag 
(drawChildEl *styleDecs *parentObj (*text) *float) -->  
  (getStyleProps document *parentObj  
  (left top width font-size font-width font-weight font-style font-family  
  text-align color background-color padding border margin parcolor) 
   
  ((*left *Xpar) (*top *Ypar) (*width *Wpar) (*fontsize *fsize) (*fontwit *fwit) 
  (*fontweit *fweit) (*fontstyle *fstyle) (*fontfam *ffam) (*textalign *talign) 
  (*color *textcol) (*background-color *bgcolor) (*padding *pad)  
  (*bord *border) (*marg *margin)  (*pcolor *parcolor))), 
   
  (textWidth *fwit *text *Wc),  
  (floatBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Wc 0 0 0 *float *Xc *Yc), 
   
  (drawText *Xc *Yc *Wc *fsize *fwit *fweit *fstyle *ffam *text  
  *talign *textcol *bgcolor 0 0 0 *parcolor), 
  (eg:Update).  
 
   
 
  
//Merge Style Sheet properties with new properties   
(mergeStyles *object ((*A *B)|*X) ) --> (chgStyle document *object *A *B),  
  (mergeStyles *object *X ). 
(mergeStyles *object () ) -->. 
 
 
 
/* 
Draw one line of text 
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Format: 
(drawText x-coordinate y-coordinate fontsize fontweight (fontstyle) (fontfamily) "text" (text color) 
(parent color)) 
 
At present fontstyle is not used. 
*/  
 
(drawText *x *y *w *fontsize *fontwidth *fontweight *fontStyle *fontfam *text *textalign  
*textcol *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor), {(== *bgcolor 0), (== *border 0)} --> 
 (listStr *fontfam *fontNam), (:= *lineheight (x *fontsize 1.5)),  
 (ftoi *lineheight *h), (:= *dblTPad (- *h *fontsize)),  
 (div *dblTPad 2 *tPad), (:= *xt (+ *x *tPad)), (:= *yt (+ *y *tPad)),  
 //(:= *xtp (+ *xt *xtext)),  
 (= (*RGBt (*R *G *B)) *textcol),  
 (eg:SetFont *fontsize *fontwidth 0 0 *fontweight 0 0 0 ANSI *fontNam), 
 (eg:SetTextColor *R *G *B), (drawCSSBox *x *y *w *h 0 *pad 0 *margin *parcolor), 
 (textWidth *fontwidth *text *Wt), (textAlign *xt *w *Wt *tPad *textalign *Xtnew), 
 (eg:TextOut *Xtnew *yt *text). 
(drawText *x *y *w *fontsize *fontwidth *fontweight *fontStyle *fontfam *text *textalign  
*textcol *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor), {(== *border 0)} --> 
 (listStr *fontfam *fontNam), (:= *lineheight (x *fontsize 1.5)),  
 (ftoi *lineheight *h), (:= *dblTPad (- *h *fontsize)), (div *dblTPad 2 *tPad),  
 (:= *xt (+ *x *tPad)), (:= *yt (+ *y *tPad)), (= (*RGBt (*R *G *B)) *textcol),  
 (eg:SetFont *fontsize *fontwidth 0 0 *fontweight 0 0 0 ANSI *fontNam), 
 (eg:SetTextColor *R *G *B), (drawCSSBox *x *y *w *h *bgcolor *pad 0 *margin *parcolor),  
 (textWidth *fontwidth *text *Wt), (textAlign *xt *w *Wt *tPad *textalign *Xtnew), 
 (eg:TextOut *Xtnew *yt *text). 
(drawText *x *y *w *fontsize *fontwidth *fontweight *fontStyle *fontfam *text *textalign  
*textcol *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor) --> 
 (listStr *fontfam *fontNam), (:= *lineheight (x *fontsize 1.5)),  
 (ftoi *lineheight *h), (:= *dblTPad (- *h *fontsize)), (div *dblTPad 2 *tPad),  
 (:= *xt (+ *x *tPad)), (:= *yt (+ *y *tPad)), (= (*RGBt (*R *G *B)) *textcol),  
 (eg:SetFont *fontsize *fontwidth 0 0 *fontweight 0 0 0 ANSI *fontNam), 
 (eg:SetTextColor *R *G *B), (drawCSSBox *x *y *w *h *bgcolor *pad *border *margin 
*parcolor),  
 (textWidth *fontwidth *text *Wt), (textAlign *xt *w *Wt *tPad *textalign *Xtnew), 
 (eg:TextOut *Xtnew *yt *text). 
 
 
 
  
  
   
/* 
Draw a CSS2 Box with or without border styyling 
*/ 
(drawCSSBox *x *y *w *h *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor), 
{(== *bgcolor 0), (== *border 0)} -->       
 //Transparent box w/out border 
  (= (*RGBp *pcolor) *parcolor), 
  (:= *xp (- *x *pad)), (:= *wp (+ *w (x 2 *pad))), 
  (:= *yp (- *y *pad)), (:= *hp (+ *h (x 2 *pad))), 
  (:= *xm (- *xp *margin)), (:= *wm (+ *wp (x 2 *margin))), 
  (:= *ym (- *yp *margin)), (:= *hm (+ *hp (x 2 *margin))), 
  (drawBox *x *y *w *h *pcolor), (drawBox *xp *yp *wp *hp *pcolor), 
  (drawBox *xm *ym *wm *hm *pcolor). 
(drawCSSBox *x *y *w *h *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor),  
{(== *border 0)} -->          
   //Box with background color but no border 
  (:= *xp (- *x *pad)), (:= *wp (+ *w (x 2 *pad))), 
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  (:= *yp (- *y *pad)), (:= *hp (+ *h (x 2 *pad))), 
  (:= *xm (- *xp *margin)), (:= *wm (+ *wp (x 2 *margin))), 
  (:= *ym (- *yp *margin)), (:= *hm (+ *hp (x 2 *margin))), 
  (= (*RGB *bgcol) *bgcolor), (= (*RGBp *pcolor) *parcolor), 
  (drawBox *x *y *w *h *bgcol *pcolor), (drawBox *xp *yp *wp *hp *pcolor), 
  (drawBox *xm *ym *wm *hm *pcolor). 
(drawCSSBox *x *y *w *h *bgcolor *pad *border *margin *parcolor) --> //Box with background 
color and border 
  (:= *xp (- *x *pad)), (:= *wp (+ *w (x 2 *pad))), 
  (:= *yp (- *y *pad)), (:= *hp (+ *h (x 2 *pad))),   
  (= (*bval *btype *rgb *bcolor) *border), 
  (= (*RGB *bgcol) *bgcolor), (= (*RGBp *pcolor) *parcolor), 
   
  (:= *xb (- *xp *bval)), (:= *wb (+ *wp (x 2 *bval))), 
  (:= *yb (- *yp *bval)), (:= *hb (+ *hp (x 2 *bval))),   
  (:= *xm (- *xb *margin)), (:= *wm (+ *wb (x 2 *margin))), 
  (:= *ym (- *yb *margin)), (:= *hm (+ *hb (x 2 *margin))), 
  (drawBox *xb *yb *wb *hb *bcolor *pcolor),  
  (drawBox *x *y *w *h *bgcol *bcolor), (drawBox *xp *yp *wp *hp *bgcol *bcolor), 
  (drawBox *xm *ym *wm *hm *pcolor). 
 
   
 
/* 
 Draw Floating box Ruleset 
 For the borders {Bpar and Bc} , the format is (border style rgb (Red Green Blue)). 
  
*/ 
(drawFloatBox (*Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Hpar *BGCpar *Ppar *Bpar *Mpar *PCpar)  
(*Wc *Hc *BGCc *Pc *Bc *Mc *float)) --> 
 (= (*border *style *RGB (*R *G *B)) *Bc), 
 (drawCSSBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Hpar *BGCpar *Ppar *Bpar *Mpar *PCpar), 
 (floatBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Wc *Pc *border *Mc *float *Xc *Yc), 
 (drawCSSBox *Xc *Yc *Wc *Hc *BGCc *Pc *Bc *Mc *BGCpar). 
(drawFloatBox (*Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Hpar *BGCpar *Ppar *Bpar *Mpar *PCpar)  
(*Wc1 *Hc1 *BGCc1 *Pc1 *Bc1 *Mc1 *float1) (*Wc2 *Hc2 *BGCc2 *Pc2 *Bc2 *Mc2 *float2)) --> 
 (= (*border1 *style1 *RGB1 (*R1 *G1 *B1)) *Bc1), 
 (= (*border2 *style2 *RGB2 (*R2 *G2 *B2)) *Bc2), 
 (drawCSSBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Hpar *BGCpar *Ppar *Bpar *Mpar *PCpar), 
 (floatBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Wc1 *Pc1 *border1 *Mc1 *float1 *Xc1 *Yc1), 
 (floatBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Wc2 *Pc2 *border2 *Mc2 *float2 *Xc2 *Yc2), 
 (drawCSSBox *Xc1 *Yc1 *Wc1 *Hc1 *BGCc1 *Pc1 *Bc1 *Mc1 *BGCpar), 
 (drawCSSBox *Xc2 *Yc2 *Wc2 *Hc2 *BGCc2 *Pc2 *Bc2 *Mc2 *BGCpar).  
  
   
 
/* 
Draw a box with or without a transparent background 
*/ 
(drawBox *x *y *w *h *parcolor) -->       //Without 
background colour (transparent) 
  (:= *xend (+ *x *w)), (:= *yend (+ *y *h)),  
  (= (*Rp *Gp *Bp) *parcolor), (eg:SetPen *Rp *Gp *Bp 1), 
  (eg:Move *x *y), (eg:Line *x *yend), (eg:Line *xend *yend),  
  (eg:Line *xend *y), (eg:Line *x *y).  
(drawBox *x *y *w *h *bgcolor *parcolor) -->     //With background 
colour 
  (:= *xend (+ *x *w)), (:= *yend (+ *y *h)),  
  (:= *fspx (+ *x 1)), (:= *fspy (+ *y 1)),  
  (= (*Rp *Gp *Bp) *parcolor), (= (*R *G *B) *bgcolor),  
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  (eg:SetPen *R *G *B 1), (eg:Move *x *y), (eg:Line *x *yend),  
  (eg:Line *xend *yend), (eg:Line *xend *y), (eg:Line *x *y),  
  (eg:SetBrush *R *G *B), (eg:Fill *fspx *fspy *Rp *Gp *Bp 1). 
   
 
   
/* 
 Float ruleset 
 *Xpar --> Parent content box X. *Ypar --> Parent content box Y. *Wpar --> Parent 
content box width 
 *Wc --> Child content box width. *Pc --> Child box padding. *Bc --> Child box 
border 
 *Mc --> Child box margin.  *float --> Float position {right | center | left} 
 *Xc --> Child content box X. *Yc --> Child content box Y. 
*/ 
(floatBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Wc *Pc *Bc *Mc *float *Xc *Yc), {(== *float right)} --> 
 (:= *Wp (+ *Wc (x *Pc 2))), (:= *Wb (+ *Wp (x *Bc 2))), (:= *Wm (+ *Wb (x *Mc 2))), 
 (:= *dfl (- *Wpar *Wm)), (:= *Xm (+ *Xpar *dfl)), (:= *Ym *Ypar), 
 (:= *Xb (+ *Xm *Mc)), (:= *Yb (+ *Ym *Mc)), (:= *Xp (+ *Xb *Bc)),  
 (:= *Yp (+ *Yb *Bc)), (:= *Xc (+ *Xp *Pc)), (:= *Yc (+ *Yp *Pc)). 
(floatBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Wc *Pc *Bc *Mc *float *Xc *Yc), {(== *float center)} --> 
 (:= *Wp (+ *Wc (x *Pc 2))), (:= *Wb (+ *Wp (x *Bc 2))), (:= *Wm (+ *Wb (x *Mc 2))), 
 (:= *dfl1 (- *Wpar *Wm)), (:= *dfl2 (x *dfl1 0.5)), (ftoi *dfl2 *dfl3), 
 (:= *Xm (+ *Xpar *dfl3)), (:= *Ym *Ypar), (:= *Xb (+ *Xm *Mc)),  
 (:= *Yb (+ *Ym *Mc)), (:= *Xp (+ *Xb *Bc)), (:= *Yp (+ *Yb *Bc)),  
 (:= *Xc (+ *Xp *Pc)), (:= *Yc (+ *Yp *Pc)). 
(floatBox *Xpar *Ypar *Wpar *Wc *Pc *Bc *Mc *float *Xc *Yc) --> 
 (= *Xm *Xpar), (= *Ym *Ypar), (:= *Xb (+ *Xm *Mc)), (:= *Yb (+ *Ym *Mc)), 
 (:= *Xp (+ *Xb *Bc)), (:= *Yp (+ *Yb *Bc)), (:= *Xc (+ *Xp *Pc)),  
 (:= *Yc (+ *Yp *Pc)). 
 
 
  
/* 
 Text alignment ruleset 
 Xtorg --> Original text X, Wcb --> Content box width, Wt --> Text width, 
 Tpad --> Text padding 
 position --> left | right | center, Xtnew --> New text X, Wtb --> Text box width,  
 dfo --> Distance from original X. 
*/ 
(textAlign *Xtorg *Wcb *Wt *Tpad *position *Xtnew), {(== *position right)} --> 
 (:= *Wtb (- *Wcb (x *Tpad 2))), (:= *dfo (- *Wtb *Wt)), (:= *Xtnew (+ *Xtorg *dfo)). 
(textAlign *Xtorg *Wcb *Wt *Tpad *position *Xtnew), {(== *position center)} --> 
 (:= *Wtb (- *Wcb (x *Tpad 2))), (:= *dfo (- *Wtb *Wt)), (:= *dfo1 (x *dfo 0.5)), 
 (ftoi *dfo1 *dfo2), (:= *Xtnew (+ *Xtorg *dfo2)). 
(textAlign *Xtorg *Wcb *Wt *Tpad *position *Xtnew) --> (= *Xtnew *Xtorg). 
  
 
 
/* 
 Calculating Text Width ruleset 
*/ 
(textWidth *fontWidth *text *textWidth) --> 
 (strlen *text *textLen), (:= *textWidth (x *textLen *fontWidth)).//,(:= *textWidth (x 2 
*textWidth1)). 
  
 
//==============Style Sheet Rules Section============================== 
/* 
  Setup style sheet for object 
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  Input style is a 2-element list with the format (putStyles  (( object1 ((property1  value1) (property2  
value2) )  )))   
  Property naming convention and number of properties are up to the user 
*/ 
(putStyles *objectStyles) -->  
  (putInfo *docStyles *objectStyles), (gsetv document *docStyles). 
 
           
//Get the value of one property of object 
(getStyle document *object *property *value) -->  
  (ggetv document *docStyles), (getInfo *docStyles *objectList),  
  (pullObject *objectList *object *retObject), 
  (pullValue *retObject *property *value). 
 
(pullValue ((*property *A)|*X) *property *value) --> (= *value *A). 
(pullValue (*A|*X) *property *value) --> (pullValue *X *property *value). 
(pullValue () *property *value) --> (= *value ()). 
 
 
//Change the value of  one property of object 
(chgStyle document *objName *property *newValue) -->  
  (ggetv document *docStyles),  
  (getInfo *docStyles *objectList), (memRem *objName *objectList *mezObjectList), 
  (pullObject *objectList *objName *objValues),  
  (chgValue *objName *objValues *property *newValue *modObject), 
  (addElem *modObject *mezObjectList *newObjectList),  
  (putInfo *docStyles *newObjectList), (gsetv document *docStyles). 
 
 
(memRem *N () *L) --> (= *L ()). 
(memRem *N ((*N *A)|*X) *L) --> (= *L *X). 
(memRem *N (*A|*X) *L) --> (= *L (*A|*L1)), (memRem *N *X *L1). 
   
  
(chgValue *objName *objValues *property *newValue *modObject) -->  
   (chgProp *objValues *property *newValue *modPropList),  
   (= *modObject (*objName *modPropList)).    
   
       
(chgProp ((*property *A)|*X) *property *newValue *modPropList) -->  
   (= *modPropList ((*property *newValue)|*X)). 
(chgProp (*A|*X) *property *newValue *modPropList) -->  
   (= *modPropList (*A|*modPropList2)),  
   (chgProp *X *property *newValue *modPropList2). 
(chgProp () *property *newValue *modPropList) --> (= *modPropList ()). 
 
 
(addElem *A () *X) --> (= *X (*A)). 
(addElem *A *L *X) --> (= *X (*A|*L)). 
 
 
/* 
 Get a  specified list of style sheet properties 
 Format: (getEls *objectStyleSheet *propertyList *Z) 
  propertyList is in the form (property1 property2 property3) 
*/ 
(getStyleProps document *object *propList *styleProps) -->  
  (ggetv document *docStyles), (getInfo *docStyles *objectList),  
  (pullObject *objectList *object *retObject), 
  (getEls *retObject *propList *styleProps). 
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(getEls *objList (*A|*X) *Z) --> (pullObject2 *objList *A *val),  
  (getEls *objList *X *Z2), (= *Z ((*A *val)|*Z2)). 
(getEls *objList () *Z) --> (= *Z ()).   
 
 
 
//Given list of properties, return a value of zero for a given absent property   
  
(getEls2 *objList (*A|*X) *Z) --> (pullObject2 *objList *A *val),  
  (getEls2 *objList *X *Z2), (= *Z ((*A *val)|*Z2)). 
(getEls2 *objList () *Z) --> (= *Z ()).   
 
(pullObject2 ((*object *B)|*X) *object *retObject) --> (= *retObject *B). 
(pullObject2 (*A|*X) *object *retObject) --> (pullObject2 *X *object *retObject). 
(pullObject2 () *object *retObject) --> (= *retObject 0). 
 
 
 
//Retrieve list of values in the stylesheet 
(getStyleSheetValues document *object *propVals) -->  
  (ggetv document *docStyles), (getInfo *docStyles *objectList),  
  (pullObject *objectList *object *retObject), 
  (pullPropVals *retObject *propVals). 
    
(pullPropVals ((*A *B)|*X) *valList) -->  
   (pullPropVals *X *Z2), (= *valList (*B|*Z2)). 
(pullPropVals ((*A *B)) *valList) --> (= *valList (*B)). 
(pullPropVals () *valList) -->(= *valList ()). 
 
/**/  
(pullObject ((*object *B)|*X) *object *retObject) --> (= *retObject *B). 
(pullObject (*A|*X) *object *retObject) --> (pullObject *X *object *retObject). 
(pullObject () *object *retObject) --> (= *retObject ()). 
 
 
 
 
//Get a property value from the child object 
(getChildStyle document *parentObj *childObj *property *value) --> //(embedStyles), 
    (getStyle document *parentObj contents *contents),  
    (pullObject *contents *childObj *childProps), 
    (pullValue *childProps *property *value). 
 
     
//Change a property value of the child object 
(chgChildStyle document *parentObj *childObj *property *newValue) --> //(embedStyles), 
    (getStyle document *parentObj contents *contents),  
    (memRem *childObj *contents *mezContentsList), 
    (pullObject *contents *childObj *childProps), 
    (chgValue *childObj *childProps *property *newValue 
*modChildObj), 
    (addElem *modChildObj *mezContentsList *newContentsList), 
    (chgStyle document *parentObj contents *newContentsList). 
     
 
(drawNestedText *object) --> (drawHtmlEl *object), 
 (getStyleProps document *object 
  (left top width font-size font-width font-weight font-style font-family  
  text-align color background-color padding border margin parcolor contents) 
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  ((*left *X) (*top *Y) (*width *W) (*fontsize *fsize) (*fontwit *fwit) 
  (*fontweit *fweit) (*fontstyle *fstyle) (*fontfam *ffam) (*textalign *talign) 
  (*color *textcol) (*background-color *bgcolor) (*padding *pad)  
  (*bord *border) (*marg *margin)  (*pcolor *parcolor) (*conts *contents))), 
   
  (pullContents *contents *firstPropSet *remConts),   
  (pullValue *firstPropSet float *floatH), (pullValue *firstPropSet innerHTML 
*innerH), 
   
  (pullContents *remConts *secPropSet *remConts2),  
  (pullValue *secPropSet float *floatC), (pullValue *secPropSet innerHTML *innerC), 
   
  (textWidth *fwit *innerH *Wh),  
  (floatBox *X *Y *W *Wh 0 0 0 *floatH *Xh *Yh), 
   
   
  (textWidth *fwit *innerC *Wc),  
  (floatBox *X *Y *W *Wc 0 0 0 *floatC *Xc *Yc), 
   
   
  (drawText *Xc *Yc *Wc *fsize *fwit *fweit *fstyle *ffam *innerC  
  *talign *textcol *bgcolor 0 0 0 *parcolor), 
   
  (drawText *Xh *Yh *Wh *fsize *fwit *fweit *fstyle *ffam *innerH  
  *talign *textcol *bgcolor 0 0 0 *parcolor), 
  (eg:Update). 
 
 
//Get the  property value pairs for one nested element. 
(pullContents ((*id *idConts)|*X) *propSet *remConts) -->  
  (= *propSet *idConts), (= *remConts *X). 
(pullContents () *propSet *remConts) -->  
  (= *propSet ()), (= *remConts ()).   
 
   
 
(drawElContent *object) -->  
  (drawHtmlEl *object),  
  (getStyleProps document *object 
  (left top width font-size font-width font-weight font-style font-family  
  text-align color background-color padding border margin parcolor contents) 
   
  ((*left *X) (*top *Y) (*width *W) (*fontsize *fsize) (*fontwit *fwit) 
  (*fontweit *fweit) (*fontstyle *fstyle) (*fontfam *ffam) (*textalign *talign) 
  (*color *textcol) (*background-color *bgcolor) (*padding *pad)  
  (*bord *border) (*marg *margin)  (*pcolor *parcolor) (*conts *contents))),  
   
  (pullObject *contents messages *contProps),  
  (pullValue *contProps innerHTML *innerH),  
   
  (drawText *X *Y *W *fsize *fwit *fweit *fstyle *ffam *innerH  
  *talign *textcol *bgcolor 0 0 0 *parcolor), 
  (eg:Update). 
 
 
//Set up the Specific Environment needed by ET   
(ETSpecificSetup) -->  
  (loadModule "eggraph.dll" *Z), (gsetv Module *Z), 
  (eg:CreateWindow 100 100 500 400 "Ping Pong"), (eg:EnableMouseMove). 
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(drawNestedBlock *object) --> (drawHtmlEl *object), 
 (getStyleProps document *object 
  (left top width background-color padding border margin parcolor contents) 
   
  ((*left *X) (*top *Y) (*width *W) (*background-color *bgcolor) (*padding *pad)  
  (*bord *border) (*marg *margin)  (*pcolor *parcolor) (*conts *contents))), 
   
  (pullContents *contents *firstPropSet *remConts), (pullValue *firstPropSet href 
*hrefH),   
  (pullValue *firstPropSet float *floatH), (pullValue *firstPropSet innerHTML 
*innerH), 
  (pullValue *firstPropSet button (*text1 *w1 *h1 *id1)), 
   
  (pullContents *remConts *secPropSet *remConts2), (pullValue *firstPropSet href 
*hrefC),  
  (pullValue *secPropSet float *floatC), (pullValue *secPropSet innerHTML *innerC), 
  (pullValue *secPropSet button (*text2 *w2 *h2 *id2)), 
    
  (floatBox *X *Y *W *w1 0 0 0 *floatH *X1 *Y1), 
  (floatBox *X *Y *W *w2 0 0 0 *floatC *X2 *Y2), 
   
  (eg:CreateButton *text1 *X1 *Y1 *w1 *h1 *id1 *b1), 
  (eg:CreateButton *text2 *X2 *Y2 *w2 *h2 *id2 *b2), 
   
  (gsetv button (*b1 *b2)),   
  (eg:Update). 
   
 
 
//Draws a HTML element   
(drawElement *object) -->  
  (getStyle document *object contents *contents),  
  (drawObj *object *contents).  
 
(drawObj *object ()) --> (drawHtmlEl *object). 
(drawObj *object ((*A *B))) --> (drawElContent *object). 
(drawObj *object ((*A *B)|*X)) -->  
  (pullObject *B button *button), (drawNestedObj *object *button). 
   
(drawNestedObj *object ()) --> (drawNestedText *object). 
(drawNestedObj *object *button) --> (drawNestedBlock *object). 
   
/* 
========================================================================= 
     End of New Built-ins Section  
========================================================================= 
*/  
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9.2 Ping-Pong Game DHTML Program Code 
 
 
<html> 
 <head> 
  <title>Code Transform from ETI to DHTML</title> 
  
  
  
  <style type="text/css"> 
  #table { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 20px; 
   left: 20px; 
   width: 400px; 
   height: 300px; 
   border: 5px solid rgb(178, 178, 178); 
   background-color: rgb(255, 255, 255); 
   z-index: 1; 
   display: none; 
  } 
   
  #ball { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 166px; 
   left: 216px; 
   width: 7px; 
   height: 6px; 
   clip: rect(0px 7px 7px 0px); 
   background-color: rgb(178, 178, 178); 
   z-index: 2; 
   display: none;  
  } 
   
  #PAI { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 145px; 
   left: 45px; 
   width: 10px; 
   height: 34px; 
   background-color: rgb(178, 178, 178); 
   z-index: 2; 
   display: none; 
  } 
   
  #PH { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 145px; 
   left: 390px; 
   width: 10px; 
   height: 34px; 
   background-color: rgb(178, 178, 178); 
   z-index: 2; 
   display: none; 
  } 
   
  #messages { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 140px; 
   left: 55px; 
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   width: 335px; 
   text-align: center; 
   font-family: Tahoma; 
   font-size: 12px; 
   font-weight: 600; 
   color: rgb(0, 0, 225); 
   z-index: 3; 
   display: none;    
  } 
   
  #henji { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 165px; 
   left: 180px; 
   width: 80px; 
   font-family: Tahoma; 
   font-size: 14px; 
   font-weight: 600; 
   color: rgb(0, 0, 225); 
   text-underline: none; 
   display: none; 
   z-index: 3;  
  } 
   
  #labels { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 325px; 
   left: 20px; 
   width: 390px; 
   font-family: Tahoma; 
   font-size: 14px; 
   font-weight: 600; 
   color: rgb(0, 0, 225); 
   z-index: 3; 
   display: none;     
  } 
   
  #scores { 
   position: absolute; 
   top: 347px; 
   left: 45px; 
   width: 345px; 
   font-family: Tahoma; 
   font-size: 15px; 
   color: rgb(0, 0, 255); 
   z-index: 3; 
   display: none;     
  } 
   
  </style> 
   
   
  <script language="javascript"> 
  <!-- 
  var ballAngle; 
  var ping = 5; 
  var pong = 0; 
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  function Game() 
  { 
   init(); 
   mouse(); 
   move(); 
   moveAI(); 
   show(); 
  } 
   
 
//================ Top level Rules Section  =========================  
  function init() 
  { 
   ballAngle = ballAng(); 
   document.getElementById("messages").style.display = "none"; 
  } 
   
   
  function mouse() 
  { 
   document.onmousemove = moveHumanPaddle; 
  } 
   
   
  function move() 
  { 
   checkTimer = setInterval('moveBall()', 10); 
  } 
 
 
  function moveAI() 
  { 
   onBallMove = setInterval('movePAI()', 15); 
  }   
   
   
  function show() 
  { 
   updateDisplay = setInterval('display()', 1); 
  } 
//====================  End of Top level Rules Section  ==================== 
 
 
 
//=================Human Paddle MovementSection========================== 
  function moveHumanPaddle(e)  
  { 
   if(!e) 
   { 
   e = event;  
   } 
     
   var my = parseInt(e.clientY);   
   var PHY = checkLimits(my); 
    
   document.getElementById("PH").style.top = PHY +"px"; 
  }  
 
 
  function checkLimits(paddley)  
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  { 
       
   if( paddley > 280)  
   { 
   Npaddley = 280; 
   }  
    
   else if( paddley < 25)  
   { 
   Npaddley = 25; 
   } 
    
   else (Npaddley = paddley) 
 
   return Npaddley; 
  } 
//============End of Human Paddle MovementSection=================   
 
 
//================AI Paddle MovementSection==================== 
  function movePAI()  
  { 
   var bally = parseInt(document.getElementById("ball").style.top); 
   var PAIy = parseInt(document.getElementById("PAI").style.top); 
    
   var Nbally = bally - 10; 
   var speed = Nbally - PAIy; 
   var speed2 = speed / 3; 
   var OPAIy = PAIy + speed2; 
 
   var NPAIy = checkLimits(OPAIy); 
    
   document.getElementById("PAI").style.top = NPAIy + "px"; 
  } 
//============End of AI Paddle MovementSection============================= 
 
 
 
//====================Ball Movement Section =============== 
  function moveBall()  
  { 
   var ballx = parseInt(document.getElementById("ball").style.left); 
   var bally = parseInt(document.getElementById("ball").style.top); 
   var PAIy = parseInt( document.getElementById("PAI").style.top ); 
   var PHy = parseInt( document.getElementById("PH").style.top ); 
    
    
   //Check if ball hits the AI paddle on the left 
   var PAIy1 = PAIy -5; var PAIy2 = PAIy + 40;  
   if( (bally >= PAIy1) && (bally <= PAIy2) && (ballx <= 55) && (ballx >= 
45) )  
   { 
    document.getElementById("ball").style.left = 55 + "px"; //Moves 
ball to surface of AI paddle  
    ping = pongPing(); 
    ballAngle = 180 - ballAngle; //Ball leaves player paddle at random 
angle & speed     
    moveXYAngle(); 
   } 
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   //Check if ball hits the Human paddle on the Right 
   var PHy1 = PHy -5; var PHy2 = PHy + 40;  
   if( (bally >= PHy1) && (bally <= PHy2) && (ballx >= 390) && (ballx <= 
400) )  
   { 
    document.getElementById("ball").style.left = 390 + "px"; //Moves 
ball to surface of Human paddle  
    ping = pongPing(); 
    ballAngle = 180 - ballAngle; //Ball leaves player paddle at random 
angle & speed 
    moveXYAngle(); 
   } 
 
 
   //Check if ball hits the sides of the table 
   if( bally < 25)  
   { 
    document.getElementById("ball").style.top = 25 + "px"; 
    ballAngle = 360 - ballAngle; 
    moveXYAngle(); 
   } 
    
   if( bally > 308)  
   { 
    document.getElementById("ball").style.top = 308 + "px"; 
    ballAngle = 360 - ballAngle; 
    moveXYAngle(); 
   } 
    
 
   //Check if the ball hits the end of the table (Gone out of play) 
   if((ballx <= 25) || ( ballx >= 415))  
   { 
    ballAngle = ballAng(); 
    updateScores();  
   } 
 
    
   //Move ball normally 
   moveXYAngle(); 
  } 
//==============  End of Ball Movement Section ================== 
 
 
   
   
//=========== Ball Movement Generation Section  ========================== 
  
  function moveXYAngle()  
  { 
    var ballx = parseInt(document.getElementById("ball").style.left); 
    var bally = parseInt(document.getElementById("ball").style.top); 
     
    var Rad = 3.1428 / 180; 
    var Ang = ballAngle * Rad; 
     
    var cosAng = Math.cos( Ang); 
    var sinAng = Math.sin( Ang); 
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    var N1ballx = ballx + (ping * cosAng); 
    var N1bally = bally - (ping * sinAng); 
     
    var Nballx = Math.round( N1ballx); 
    var Nbally = Math.round( N1bally); 
     
    document.getElementById("ball").style.left = Nballx + "px"; 
    document.getElementById("ball").style.top = Nbally + "px"; 
  } 
 
   
  function ballAng()  
  {    
   var r = Math.random(); 
   var hun = 100 * r; 
   var roun = Math.round( hun); 
    
   ballAngle = roun + 130; 
    
   return ballAngle; 
  } 
   
   
  function pongPing()  
  { 
   if( pong == 3)  
   { 
    ping = ping +1; 
    pong = 0; 
   }  
   else  
   { 
    pong = pong + 1; 
   } 
    
   return ping; 
  } 
//===========  End of Ball Movement Generation Section  ================= 
 
 
 
//==========  Scores Processing Section  =========================    
  function updateScores() 
  { 
   var ballx = parseInt(document.getElementById("ball").style.left); 
   if( ballx <= 25)  
   {     
    var SH = 
parseInt(document.getElementById("human").innerHTML); 
    var NSH = SH + 1; 
    document.getElementById("human").innerHTML = NSH; 
     
    document.getElementById("ball").style.left = 216 + "px"; 
    document.getElementById("ball").style.top = 166 + "px"; 
    checkScores();  
   }  
   else 
   { 
    var SAI = 
parseInt(document.getElementById("computer").innerHTML); 
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    var NSAI = SAI + 1; 
    document.getElementById("computer").innerHTML = NSAI; 
     
    document.getElementById("ball").style.left = 216 + "px"; 
    document.getElementById("ball").style.top = 166 + "px"; 
    checkScores();  
   } 
  } 
   
   
  function checkScores() 
  { 
   var SH = parseInt(document.getElementById("human").innerHTML); 
   var SAI = parseInt(document.getElementById("computer").innerHTML); 
    
   if((SH == 5) || (SAI == 5)) 
   { 
    clearInterval(checkTimer); 
    document.onmousemove = null; 
    endPoint(SAI); 
   } 
   else 
   { 
    ping = 6; 
    pong = 0; 
   } 
  } 
//=================  End of Scores Processing Section  ===========================
  
 
 
 
//====================  Endpoint Processing Section  ============================
    
  function endPoint( SAI) 
  { 
 
   if(( SAI == 5 )) 
   { 
    document.getElementById("messages").innerHTML = "AI wins 
the game with 5 points!! Click and move mouse to continue"; 
    document.getElementById("messages").style.display = "inline"; 
    document.onmouseup = (playAgain); 
   } 
 
    document.getElementById("messages").innerHTML = "You win 
the game with 5 points!! Click and move mouse to continue"; 
    document.getElementById("messages").style.display = "inline"; 
    document.onmouseup = (playAgain); 
  } 
   
   
  function playAgain() 
  { 
   document.getElementById("messages").innerHTML = "Would you like to 
play again?"; 
   document.getElementById("messages").style.display = "inline"; 
   document.getElementById("henji").style.display = "inline"; 
  } 
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  function restartGame() 
  { 
   resetStyles(); 
   preamble(); 
  } 
   
   
  function resetStyles() 
  { 
   document.getElementById("ball").style.left = 216 + "px"; 
   document.getElementById("ball").style.top = 166 + "px"; 
   document.getElementById("PAI").style.top = 145 + "px"; 
   document.getElementById("PH").style.top = 145 + "px"; 
     
   document.getElementById("human").innerHTML = 0; 
   document.getElementById("computer").innerHTML = 0; 
    
   document.getElementById("henji").style.display = "none"; 
   document.getElementById("messages").innerHTML = "Click to start 
game"; 
  } 
    
  
  function endGame() 
  { 
   window.close(); 
  } 
//==================  End of Endpoint Processing Section  =========================== 
 
 
 
//==================Display Section========================================== 
  function display() 
  { 
   document.getElementById("table").style.display = "inline"; 
   document.getElementById("ball").style.display = "inline"; 
   document.getElementById("PAI").style.display = "inline"; 
   document.getElementById("PH").style.display = "inline"; 
   document.getElementById("labels").style.display = "inline"; 
   document.getElementById("scores").style.display = "inline"; 
  } 
//===========End of Display Section============================================
   
   
  function preamble() 
  { 
   display(); 
   document.getElementById("messages").style.display = "inline"; 
   document.onmouseup = Game; 
  } 
 
 
   
  onload = preamble; 
   
  </script> 
  
 </head> 
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 <body> 
  <div id="table"> </div> 
  
  <div id="ball" style="top: 166px; left: 216px"> </div> 
   
  <div id="PAI" style="top: 145px"> </div> 
  <div id="PH" style="top: 145px"> </div> 
   
 
  <div id="messages">Click to start game</div> 
 
  <div id="henji"> 
   <span style="float: left;" id="yes"><a 
href="javascript:restartGame();">YES</a></span> 
   <span style="float: right;" id="no"><a 
href="javascript:endGame();">NO</a></span> 
  </div>   
   
  <div id="labels"> 
   <span style="float: left;" id="AILabel">Computer</span> 
   <span style="float: right;" id="HLabel">Human</span> 
  </div> 
   
  <div id="scores"> 
   <span style="float: left;" id="computer">0</span> 
   <span style="float: right;" id="human">0</span> 
  </div> 
   
 </body> 
</html> 
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